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Abstract
The screen printing process has been the least understood and studied
versus other imaging methods in the graphic arts industry. As equipment
configurations improve and a continuous technological development and
need for high quality output persists, this fascinating process becomes
increasingly popular in several end-use applications. Such as in packaging,
labeling, durable graphic films printing and even short run large format
halftone graphics.
There is a serious need for further deep scientific analysis of the process and
its variables. One of the poorly investigated sides of the four color screen
printing is the effect that ink placement has to the final color appearance of a
halftone print. Several known factors can influence the color result of a
screen printed image. Limitations inherent to screen printing allow for a
smaller color gamut reproduction compared to other methods, but colors are
reproduced vividly due to a uniform and high ink film thickness.
The screen - equivalent to a printing plate
- consists of a stretched porous
fabric mounted on a carrier frame that is coated with a light sensitive
emulsion (stencil) and subsequently exposed and hardened at the non
image areas. The ink will flow through the screen mesh openings when
pressure and hydraulic forces are applied by a squeegee blade system.
The ink system can be cured or dried by various methods depending on its
chemistry and composition. For the specific system investigated, UV curing
units expose the wet ink film to high energy radiation for full
polymerization.
The different types of equipment configurations in screen printing are
designed for various processing speeds, base material formats, ink systems
of specific drying and curing characteristics and also for various end use
applications.
This study utilized a Kammann web screen printer with five color stations
and UV curing capability for roll to roll one-pass multi color printing. This
type of screen printing press is used for applications such as promotional
labelling with high precision type and halftone reproduction.
A popular film substrate is the polyolefin construction that delivers
printability, water resistance, color strength and good process characteristics
through roll to roll printing presses. The polyolefin material used for this
study was supplied by Fasson Films and is constructed to give a consistent
ink film deposit under the set parameters without any penetration,
absorption or permeation of the ink system.
The samples printed from the total graphics system were produced under
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the same conditions using in a period of a full working day the press,
screens, ink systems and substrate, but only varying the order of the printed
process colors yellow (Y), cyan (C) or process blue, magenta (M) or process red
and black (K). The importance of ink sequence is determined by creating
these prints under the same arrangement and evaluating the color result as it
relates to the sequence followed.
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of the ink sequence to
the final color appearance of fully dried /cured ink film as expressed by its
hue and saturation characteristics. The ink sequence is treated as the sole
variable and all other parameters remain constant.
An image was designed specifically for this process containing solids, tints
and an actual halftone icon. Data was collected by a densitometer and a
spectrophotometer from the individual color patches. The representative
sampling consists of selected prints throughout each ink sequence run and
the measured mean values of all color patches are recorded, plotted,
graphed and statistically analyzed.
The Hexagon GATF diagram was used to show changes from run to run,
densitometric data was also graphed for comparison critique and the
CIE*L*a*b*
color coordinates allowed mapping of the prints for comparison
analysis and color difference
AE*
study. The data is statistically analyzed and
validated versus the null hypothesis using a single factor analysis of variance
xn
(ANOVA) and Scheffe comparisons.
The final visual evaluation under standard lighting conditions per ASTM
standards helps to support the results and conclusion. Experience from the
field supports that the ink sequence affects the final color result assuming
that all other system components remain equal.
This study shows that the
sequences'
compared color is different and the ink
sequence is a critical factor that should be analyzed further for the screen
printing industry in order to help maintain color consistency and control.
The hypotheses are supported by the study's results. The ink sequence
influences the color's hue and saturation in four color halftone screen
printing having distinct differences for every sequence that was produced
during the printing run. The UV ink systems used, adhere and transfer better
to the substrate instead of the ink layers. The placement of black is important
for color control and trapping. If black is printed first down then the other
inks trap well and a clean image is produced; if black is last, trapping is poor
and consequently the color and image appearance. The target guide Nucleus
Pattern Sequence Originator was ideal for color measurements and
evaluation in screen printing; it is recommended for similar future research
work. Densitometry and use of Hexagon diagrams is not very effective in
screen printing. The use of colorimetry can show any color changes more
accurately. It was also shown that the midtones are influenced the most form
Xlll
the change in ink sequence; especially important for trapping. Finally, two ( 2)
of the ink sequences showed good results as concluded by the final
evaluation. The MCYK delivered the best output in data and KMCY printed




Historically, the screen printing process was not developed by any scientific
institution and as a result, the development of standards has been very slow
and undefined. In addition, the pure research and technical publications have
been solely produced by the industry members according to their experience at
the manufacturing field. We have long passed the time when this process
was considered solely simply artistic and unpredictable. The analysis of all the
parameters and systems involved have brought screen printing to be one of
the major processes that various products from labels, billboards, posters to
fleet graphics and signs are being made. The better understanding of the
screen mesh, the photosensitive stencil, the complex ink systems and the
sophisticated equipment now require the establishment of standards for
printers to follow and be able to consistently reproduce high quality
demanding products.
Lack of technical information and poor communication within the industry
lead to continuing production
problems. Printers often have to guess the
parameters to follow for specific jobs. Ink sequence remains a mystery and the
usual guessing does not lead to accurate reproduction and subsequently the
ink sequence changes for individual jobs. It is not known how the sequence
influences the finished color output for specific ink systems. It is evident that
printers try to use ink sequence to control their color but do not know what
effect has on
color's'
hue and saturation. A screen printing job is frequently
repeated in long time periods. Most of the times ink sequence remains
constant for the same job, but does not always deliver the same output. That
leads to poor color reproduction, high waste and finally the printer cannot
match the same job as was originally produced. It is necessary to find how the
ink sequence changes the product's color and if this factor can be harnessed
and used to the printer's advantage.
The problem is that ink sequence is known to influence color but do not
know how, to what extent, under what conditions and for what screen
printing processes.
The need for further investigation of the causal factors within screen printing
is evidently large for the proper ink sequence to be followed for best results; or
finding the correct order for a specific application. Any related technical
literature is poor and almost non existent on the subject of proper ink
sequence in screen printing. Related articles and research work completed for
the offset and gravure industry is certainly helpful, but can not cover screen's
unique parameters like the mesh, ink viscosity and ink film thickness or
even the trapping characteristics of mostly wet on dry models. Special
advanced synthetic substrates are used requiring unique processing and
printability properties. The frequent changes depending on the job or the
operators'
experience is certainly not a reliable guide for printers that desire to
know the precise means of interaction between important parameters.
This study is definitely not the solution but rather the definition of the
problem. By finding an interaction between the color printers and significant
difference of the individual prints produced under different sequences the
bases for future work are being set. The continuation of this experiment
should cover different ink film thicknesses, screen ruling, mesh openings,
mesh materials, presses, squeegees, sheet, web or rotary screen comparison,
ink
systems'
formulations, curing /drying methods and wider selection on
sequence combinations. This study also serves as a proof to the printing
industry that both densitometry and most definitely spectrophotometry can
function as excellent tools to evaluate ink performance and measure, control
and map color. The screen printer should
follow standard measuring
techniques and documentation in order to successfully produce repeated jobs
and enhance quality.
As it is shown, the ink sequence is important for printing and should be
considered a tool and not a production issue. By knowing the press, screens
and inks, any production facility should be capable of using the ink sequence
to create different results for separate jobs that require image manipulation.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Bases of the Study
For a better understanding of the screen printing process, the technology
fundamentals, terminology and measuring techniques the following text





can only be made with the use of positive
photographic films. The films can be made by traditional camera techniques.
Color separation scanners are widely used in this market utilizing special
tonal gradation curves, screen ruling, dot shape and formation and
compensation means for the characteristic dot gain and loss. Mechanical
limitations do not allow a screen printed halftone image to carry fine detail
on the low range of the highlights and at the high end of the shadows. The
smallest printable dots mostly lie at the 10% highlight dot area while the
largest at the 80-90% shadow dot area. This shorter than usual tonal range
occurs due to the size of the smallest individual dot to be reproduced that
must be correlated to the screen fabric's thread size and mesh count, in order
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Figure 1. Dot Image Placement.
The fabric's thread diameter used to compose a screen mesh has a certain low
base limit. Even the smallest diameter for the finest of meshes, will create
points that will interfere with the smallest placed dot; consequently the small
dots are lost. In order to deliver high resolution and fine detail the smallest
dots have to print, but the mesh will not allow all of these dots to be printed
and eventually the print shows less detail.
When a dot on film is equal to or smaller than the actual thread's diameter
and /or mesh aperture and is positioned partly or fully to that thread, the
printed dot will be either reduced or eliminated. When the smallest dots are
lost, so are the subtle gradations of color and the smooth transition from
highlight to shadow.
Similarly, a high degree of dot gain or loss is created from the middletones to
the shadow areas which limits the ability of wide tonal range reproductions.
This quick tonal jump with poor gradation at the middletones can be
effectively compensated for during film and stencil making stages, to reduce
its effect. Compensation on the film originals and proper calculation of the
other factors like thread diameter, angle position, line screen and dot shape
can result in better reproduction of the original image.
Screen System Elements
The printing plate in screen printing is a
system that allows fabric thread to
remain stretched over a frame holder. The fabric can be made of polyester,
nylon, stainless steel or nickel. The frame is made of mainly
aluminum. The
fabric is attached and stretched on the frame creating the mesh that carries the
image and has open areas to allow ink to pass through. The mesh fabric can
be monofilament or multifilament, plain or twill depending on its actual
fiber construction, thread pattern and on the application.
For this experiment the plain weave monofilament polyester was used in
order to maintain high strength, high tension levels, flexibility to pressure,
resistance to UV ink systems and reproduction of the desired tonal ranges.
The mesh is stretched on to the metal frame either by special stretching
devices or by self-stretching frame sides. The applied tension is determined by
knowledge of thread diameter, fabric type, mesh count and specific
application. The openings between the threads allow for the ink to flow
through when forced and represent the percent of open area for the specific
mesh count (number of threads per defined unit area). The thread diameter
can determine the actual ink film thickness and deposit on the substrate.
The type of ink system used can also dictate the required properties of a mesh
material or configuration. UV curable printing requires a finer mesh and
frequently a calendared image side to increase the percentage of solids
delivered to the substrate's surface.
The inks are an important element of the screen printing process that have
their own field of different formulations, colors, chemistry, drying /curing
properties and matching performance to the intended substrate. The UV
curable ink technology was used for this study in order to eliminate factors
like evaporation rates, drying on the screen and also aid the sequence changes
of the various color printers on press. The ink system used for this study was
specifically developed for the web screen printing technology and plastic
substrates. The ink remains at high viscosity for good deposit and high dot
definition. Also, its trapping characteristics helped to provide proper intercoat
adhesion for wet on dry printing.
There are many press designs operating under the same principle in the
screen printing market. The categories of sheetfed, web and rotary are mostly
used along with semi-automatic, automatic, cylinder and flatbed designations.
The web screen printer was chosen for its convenience and precision of
switching the color printers between stations, setting and cleaning up and also
accuracy on ink deposit and proper registration. This five station press
allowed quick screen changes and one-pass processing for the creation of the
research prints.
Probably the most important part of any screen printing application is the
selection of the substrate; the surface to print on. There are a lot of materials
that come in various shapes, composition, smoothness, colors and different
printability levels depending on the substrate's surface energy.
Screen Printing Process
The description of the printing method shows the simplicity
of the principles
but the possible complexity with advanced
systems and materials. Initially the
ink is poured on the squeegee side of the screen. The screen is stretched to
specific tension as measured in Newtons/cm.2 in order to deliver the proper
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image resolution and ink deposit. Higher tension of the screen mesh results
to better ink transfer with less dot gain and better dot definition; ink transfer
to substrate works better. The ink is adjusted to a viscosity that will allow it to
permeate through the open mesh areas that represent the desired image. A
flood bar assembly spreads the ink to the squeegee side of the screen without
applying any force, but allowing the ink to wet the entire screen. As a next
step, the squeegee system will travel to the opposite direction of that of the
flood bar. In combination with hydraulic pressure created by the moving
squeegee blade in contact with the liquid, the ink will penetrate the mesh and
deposit on the substrate when in contact with the image side of the screen at
the point of pressure. The ink will not flow at the non-image areas because of
the hardened emulsion in the mesh.
There are numerous stencil types (water based, solvent based, diazo, indirect,
direct, capillary) that will deliver different image resolution and ink film
deposition for the final print. The stencil can withstand several impressions
and the screen can be reclaimed, re-coated and used for a new job according to
the use and reclaim patterns. Capillary stencil systems can give sharp dot
shape and edge and are able to carry consistently a true
reproduction of the
original halftone positives. A capillary film is accurately pre-coated to a
specific thickness (i.e.. 18um, 25ujn) on a polyester sheet. Water is applied to
the mesh and when wet, the capillary sheet is applied to the
mesh with the
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coated side in contact to the screen. The screen is dried and the polyester sheet
is removed. Now the screen has an accurate coating of photosensitive
emulsion that delivers the highest image definition. There are also direct,
indirect or ink-jet systems that lack the high definition of a capillary film.
For the printing process, it is beneficial to use off-contact methods designed to
ensure non contact of screen to substrate on areas where the squeegee does
not apply pressure during the printing cycle. This reduces the chance for dot
gain or loss on highlight and shadow areas.
Dot gain is defined as the printing of oversized dots on substrate while
on
film or screen these dots are significantly smaller; the opposite is dot
loss. It is
very important particularly in
screen printing to control this phenomenon,
since relative low viscosity inks are used and
at the highest ink deposits of a
range up to 60 |im that influence resolution,
the midtone gradation jump,
and the highlights and shadows. In addition, the shape of the dots play a role
on their accurate reproduction; elliptical configurations are
preferred since
the probability to print is higher than
round or square; also aids to the
reduction of moire and dot gain.
The squeegee system is an important component of any screen printing
press
that can influence the quality of its
output. The composition of the blade, the
configuration, the flexibility /hardness, the angle and
the speed will
determine the amount of ink applied to the substrate and the image's
12
resolution. The blade system is composed of durable hardened rubber
compound material at 65 durometer; this configuration delivers sharp
resolution and precise ink placement.
The wet ink film can be dried or cured according to its formulation. Water
based, solvent based and radiation curable systems can be used. The UV
curing screen inks were chosen since they deliver 100% solids, flexibility on
press, and fast curing properties. In screen printing ink trapping differs
because the interaction of ink layers is mostly wet to dry film.
Ink trapping is an important property of ink systems for the final color
appearance. It allows a wet or a dry ink film to blend with another ink layer
and produce the desired color combination to match the original as closely as
possible. Ink trapping directly produces the specific thickness of an ink layer.
The ink deposit dictates the influence that the ink will have to the final color
output. There is good trapping when ink transfers well on the substrate or
another ink layer; poor trapping means less ink is transferred and then the
final color is weaker. It affects the final hue and saturation values of two or
multiple layer overlaps.
Four color process printing bases the
creation of specific colors and tones by
varying the size of dots respective to
the printers yellow, cyan, magenta and
black. The total dot area will create a blend that is viewed as one color. The
inks used for four color printing are of a certain transparency
to allow the
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color of the first layer down to show and contribute to the final appearance of
the print. As the sequence of colors change, the effect on final color should be
significant. In printing, the subtractive process color printing is used since the
primary printers subtract the respective additive primary from white incident
light. The substrates used in screen printing can be synthetic plastics like
vinyl, polyester, polyolefins, foils, all paper grades, metal and composites.
This type of printing supports mostly the pressure sensitive industry;
materials that are coated with adhesive and are used with a carrier base liner.
The polyolefin construction chosen for this study is a representative standard
material that provides dimensional stability, smoothness, gloss and high
whiteness. It also eliminates ink absorption and penetration thus reducing
the amount of variables that can bias the results of the experiment. The high
surface energy at 40 to 45 dynes /cm of the corona treated polyolefin (a blend of
polypropelene and polyethylene resins) offers excellent printability properties
for the UV ink systems allowing increased ink adhesion to
the surface and
ink transfer from the screen.
Color and Color Measurement
The intent of this study was not to be a
complete educational guide for color
technology and terminology. A brief explanation of the
principles related to
this experiment and terms used will familiarize the reader with the
14
hypotheses and methodology.
Color is the brain's interpretation of light as transmitted from an object to
human sensors; this light can be affected by conditions like colorants, viewing
angle and distance, illuminants and the individual observer. The main
characteristics of any visible color are its lightness, hue and saturation.
Hue is the attribute that determines whether the object is red, yellow, orange,
blue, violet etc. Saturation is the attribute of a visual sensation according to
which an area appears to exhibit more or less chromatic color, judged in
proportion to its lightness. Lightness is associated with the luminous
intensity of the specific object. Several methods were developed to measure
these attributes or create a color map that every color can be represented by a
set of coordinates. Color matching is important for the printing industry in
order to ensure continuous reproduction of images that match closely the
original. By measuring or mapping color it is possible to compare color prints
and evaluate the accuracy of reproductions.
Densitometry is one of the methods used to take relative color data of the
sample prints. Using the complimentary filter for each printer (yellow, cyan,
magenta and black) can produce relative measurements of reflection color
density. The densitometer does not measure color but can give relative data
for the strength of the printed colors. Using the GATF Color Hexagon
diagram any changes on the inks, individual
printers'
hue and saturation and
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trapping characteristics can be monitored. The Hexagon Color diagram can be
very efficient as a comparison tool for the on-press performance of the inks
and also showing differences on color result as the ink sequence varies.
Plotting of the density values show color hue shifts and saturation changes. It
is also possible to define the ink properties of the particular ink set used and
using the following formulas calculate the percent substrate dot, dot gain, hue
error, grayness, percent efficiency and most importantly for process printers
percent trapping ( Table 1 ).
Table 1. Ink Properties Formulas
% Substrate Dot: [(1-(10A(-Dt)))/(1-(10A(-Ds)))]xl00
% Dot Gain : % Substrate Dot - % Film Dot
% Hue Error : ((Dmed-Dlow)/(Dhigh-Dlow))xlOO
% Grayness : ((Dlow/Dhigh))xlOO
% Efficiency : (l-((Dlow+Dmed)/2xDhigh)))xl00
% Trapping : ((D3-Dl)/D2)xl00
Dt = Density of Tint Ds = Density of Solid
Dlow = Density Low Dmed = Density Medium
Dhigh = Density High Dl = Density of First Color down
D2 = Density of Second Color down D3 = Density of Overlap area
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True colorimetry involves actual measurement of color that assigns values
allowing the placement of all individual colors in a three dimensional area
consisting of a lightness axis (y) and axis respective to color variations ( x and
z ). The printing industry has mostly adopted a uniform color space of a
tristimulus color model using opponent color coordinates. This system is
known as the CIE
L*a*b*
space adopted in 1978. The
L*
axis represents the
lightness of the color, the
a*
axis the redness and greenness and the
b*
axis the
yellowness and blueness. By measuring under the
CIEL*a*b*
color space it is
possible to compare reproduced colors to the original and determine the color
difference. The overall difference
AE*
is the comparative designation value
that allows acceptance or rejection of color. Reflectance spectrophotometers
are widely used for collecting color data within virtually any uniform or non
linear color space.
A reflectance spectrophotometer is basically an instrument for measuring the
amount of light reflected from the surface of an opaque specimen at a number
of wavelengths throughout the visible spectrum as a fraction of that reflected
by a white standard identically illuminated1. This fraction is termed the
reflectance factor (CIE definition)2. The instrument can be programmed to
measure under specific illuminants, observers, viewing angle and color space.
Screen printing ink systems differ from systems formulated for other printing
methods in their versatility, deposit, consistency and durability. They also
17
have the ability to deliver strong colors with long lightfastness, but a shorter
color gamut, due to chemistry limitations.
Several standards are adopted by the printing industry, but since they are not
designed specifically for the inks used for this research they are not a good fit.
SWOP standards or PANTONE color matching systems are not always
accurately applicable; PANTONE swatches are offset printed on different
paper grades and do not relate well to various substrates used in screen
printing and the actual ink systems. It is common to develop standards for
ones own screen printing operation which involves prepress, press
parameters, inks and ink formulation products.
18
Notes
1. K.McLaren, "The Color Science of Dyes and Pigments", Colour Measuring
Instruments, England 1986.




The screen printing scientific literature is very limited, but certain
institutional sources can supply a good amount of information. These sources
are updated regularly and follow closely any technology developments in the
industry. The Screen Printing Magazine, the Technical Guidebook of the
Screen Printing Association International and wide experience in the field,
provided most of the needed information to support the hypothesis of this
study. The need for an experimental analysis to determine the significance of
the influence of ink sequence on color is obvious when experts refer to ink
sequence as a factor that needs to be isolated for the specific process and
application. Hans-Gerd Scheer in his article "Four Color Halftones in Screen
Printing":
"With other printing procedures the
ink sequence is normally
yellow, blue or cyan, red or magenta and black. In screen printing
is advisable to start with blue, then follow with yellow, red and
black. Or first print the magenta (red) plate, then the yellow, cyan
(blue) and black. But in many cases the quality of the prints can be




Why all these different recommendations? Is ink sequence really a significant
factor that can contribute to major changes in color's hue and saturation
within various prints? Should we consider ink sequence as a variable during
color reproduction? More questions come to mind than answers and this
study intends to initiate actions that could provide the printing scientific
community with ways of determining how ink sequence influences color.
Phil Giammatteo presented a good way of measuring the influence of ink
sequence on strips of material coated with ink2. The method used with the
GATF formulas was proven successful utilizing densitometry. Also, it was
one of the first studies to deal solely with the standardization of the effect ink
sequence and ink quantity has on final color appearance. It was focused on
offset ink systems and was executed using laboratory equipment. The results
showed that ink sequence influenced color under the specific conditions.
Kongsak Lawphongpanich determined that the densitometric readings that
are used to evaluate wet on wet trapping are capable of producing realistic
data.3 It is admittedly evident that the documentation and
research on this
subject is limited and close to non-existent for the field of screen printing.
Other aspects relevant to the screen printing process are covered quite
extensively by Screen Printing Magazine's articles and by technical papers in
the Screen Printing Association International Technical Guide.
The amount of information available is not as extensive as in offset, gravure
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or flexography but it is indicative of live technical research efforts to
understand and improve upon the process. Also there are industry articles
and studies available by individual companies that are active in the screen
printing market like Autotype's technical brochures, Sericol's technical
bulletins and Wiederhold's technical newsletter. Densitometry is a field well
studied and documented and only recently adopted to the screen printing
field. A few articles in the Screen Printing magazine have touched the subject
working with target guides and color patches instructing the screen printers to
standardize their process to their inks and application.
Dot gain is a common phenomenon to all printing processes. It is also a
challenge for the screen printer and as Mark Coudray says at his article for dot
gain: "...dot gain is the most troublesome challenge that screen printers face
when printing halftones.'"*. Mark Coudray is one of the most recognized
experts in color halftone screen printing. He continues to mention in his
article of "Understanding and Controlling Halftone Dot
Gain"
that ink
deposit is essentially a primary control of dot gain, minimal squeegee
pressure is required for control of ink deposit and press and inks have to be
well studied and tested prior to producing any job. Mark Coudray 's articles in
the Screen Printing magazine are a valuable and unique source of
information for color halftone screen printing. Mark Coudray has also
written in the Screen Printing magazine an article for moire effects in screen
22
printing "Understanding Halftone Moire". The article describes in depth the
phenomenon, possible causes and actions to take in order to avoid unwanted
moire. He also writes about the mesh and halftone film interaction and lists
data useful for selection of proper mesh count versus halftone line count.
Numerous textbooks, articles, research papers deal with color technology and
actual color measurement. Fred Billmeyer and Mark Saltzman in "Principles
in Color
Technology"
provide a clear description of colorimetry and the
uniform space CIELAB 1976; also have shown the proper method to plot data
and evaluate color difference. K.McLaren describes in detail the quantification
of color appearance and difference and also is an excellent source of
understanding the photophysics and photochemistry of industrial colorants.
Overheim and Wagner also deliver a complete textbook on object appearance,
color measurement and optics in "Light and
Color"
while R.W.G. Hunt in
"Measuring
Color"
specializes on obtaining tristimulus values,
spectrophotometry and all color spaces. Peder Nelson
of X-Rite, Inc. presents
the densitometers and colorimeters and their measuring principles in an
article in Screen Printing magazine titled "An Overview of
Color-Control
Instruments for the Screen Printer".
In the field of screen printing there is a need
for research analysis of all aspects
of the technology and the influence of ink sequence to every-day printing
operations is important enough as to dedicate time and resources to uncover
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another hidden factor.
A challenge for the scientific mind but as successful results are surfacing, a
relief for the screen printing industry, this study started the process for
illumination of another dark area of the screen printing process.
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Chapter 4
Hypotheses
As screen printing remains a poorly investigated scientific field, it is
important to find ways through research of assisting printers on producing
consistent and controlled quality images. A lot is still dependent on the
printers'
experience, feel and guess. It is still a challenge for the screen printer
to produce process color and accurately color match the original. It is still
considered difficult to produce a large number of prints with small color
variation throughout the run. This study attempted to provide additional
color control to printers and a color prediction method for four color halftone
screen printing. Screen printers frequently use the ink sequence to control the
color output, but it is not known exactly in what degree, how and if really ink
sequence alters the halftone color prints.
In screen printing, ink sequence is an unknown factor and a parameter used
according to results it delivers for other printing
methods. The result is
inconsistent color output depending on the sequence, the image and the
substrate. Other than the inconsistency, there is always the problem of
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reproducing the same job with the same films at a different time. A printer
should know which ink sequence to follow for a specific ink system and
substrate and what color output to expect.
The non-porous film substrate simplifies the study of ink sequence since the
absorbency and penetration factors are eliminated; the film construction used
has a zero (0) permeability factor. This study should allow identification of
color sequence that could give greater control to a screen printer and assist the
accurate reproduction of the original.
HYPOTHESES
The general question was that ink sequence influences color's hue and
saturation in four color halftone screen printing.
This study tested these hypotheses:
HYPOTHESIS ONE:
The position of the ink color printers give different color measurable
appearance. Any of the four color subtractive primaries yellow, cyan,
magenta
and black contribute to the final color appearance in a distinct way and
depending on the actual ink sequence followed.
HYPOTHESIS TWO:
A UV ink system in screen printing transfers
more ink on the substrate's
surface versus on top of another ink layer.
HYPOTHESIS THREE:
Individual ink properties that deliver a substrate dot of certain thickness,
shape and density influence the finished color output. At
areas of overlap and
depending solely on the ink sequence the end
color appearance is expected to
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differ significantly due to the individual printer's translucency, chemistry
formulation, film thickness, cure rate, trapping properties, surface tension
and when applicable dot placement and shape.
HYPOTHESIS FOUR:
The position of the dark printers black and magenta influences the final color
saturation. When printed first should heavily saturate the produced color
and with the smallest percent hue error in comparison to the control
sequence pattern (YCMK).
DELIMITATIONS
The scope of this study was to provide to the printer the knowledge needed
for the ink sequence. Also investigated a research question on the usefulness
of densitometry and colorimetry in screen printing. Can these color
measurement techniques assist the screen printer with accurate color
assessment?
There are also several delimitations applied to the experiment. This study
collected all possible information as it relates to the influence of the ink
sequence on the printed finished color output. Variables like substrate
thickness, squeegee pressure, web speed, ink viscosity and changes on press
were not considered or investigated. Any limiting factor in screen printing
was taken as a remaining constant during the experiment. Also the selected
sequence combinations were carefully selected to be
representative of the real
world and not an attempt to study all possible
variations. A practical visual
comparison of all the prints produced was used for verification.
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LIMITATIONS
There are limitations applied to this experiment. It was not the intent of this
experiment to control variance - keeping the ink sequence as the only
variable by any means other than standard practices followed in screen
printing. The proper parameters were selected for the raw materials without
attempting to further analyze or modify their performance. The ink system,
the screen materials, the press, the substrate and the type of makeready were
considered typical for this industry. Mechanical or chemical variations were
expected for all systems that can influence the ink film thickness and
therefore the collected color data.
Chapter 5
Methodology
The objective of this experiment was to produce high quality prints by
following standard controlled screen printing pre-press and press procedures.
Any process quality control method used to monitor printing conditions and
continuous measurements ensured small deviation from set targets. The
intent was to keep all other parameters constant and allow the ink sequence
of the screen prints to be the sole variable in the process. A proper image had
to be selected in order to deliver the desired results.
Initially the process was to be performed on a single color automatic cylinder
press. For that purpose a target image was designed at a size of 14 inches by 17
inches. This preliminary image was comprised of a set
of halftone images, a
set of square patterns for color control and measurement and a number of
guides as they are used in offset printing, but enlarged to 200% for the screen
printing process. The images were of a low, medium
and high tonal key and
the emphasis was going to be placed on a
visual analysis in combination with
the densitometric readings. The target image was created and the positive
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films were produced on the Hell 399 color separation scanner. Due to the
complexity of the swapping process for creating all possible ink sequences
with a single color press, it was decided to use a different screen press
technology.
A five color stations web screen printer was a better fit since it provided
flexibility and ease in changing the color sequences and it allowed for better
registration control. The web screen press could only carry a 12 inch by 14
inch screen
'plate'
and process 11 inch width roll to roll material, printing all
four colors in one pass. The maximum total image area was 11 inches by 12
inches. As a result, the target image had to be re-designed. Also the target
strips used for other technologies were not well designed for screen printing
and the color patches could not reproduce all possible overprints.
In order to be used through the web screen printing press and adopt to the
screen printing process, a new target guide was designed. The target guide is
called Nucleus Sequence Pattern Originator (NSPO) since it is the core of the
data created to support the research hypothesis. The NSPO consists of 36
squares at 1.5 inch by 1.5 inch dimension, representing single or any possible
overprints that give solid areas, 50% dot areas and 80% dot areas of yellow,
cyan, magenta, black, red, green, blue ,three color gray balance and four color.
The squares are large enough to be measured by any densitometer or
spectrophotometer and can be used for easy visual color matching and
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evaluation. Also, it is possible to detect moire patterns due to mesh to screen
ruling interference, squeegee marks or poor ink trapping. There is also a
small corner void for every square that makes it possible for UV curable ink
systems to detect the actual ink sequence by examining the printed sample.
The NSPO guide (Figure 2) includes a four color halftone photographic image
that was used for color control on-press, registration and squeegee pressure
adjustment. This normal key image has a wide color tone variety to function
as a visual comparison and means of correlation with the other physical
measurements.
The screen ruling used for the elliptical dot pattern was set to 80 lines /inch in
order to compensate with the 355T polyester monofilament mesh used for
the screen 'plate'. The halftone image's color separations were produced
specifically for screen printing with compensation for the low and high tonal
range. The highlight dots were increased and the shadow dots reduced. Also,
GCR and UCR was incorporated and the ruling was angled at
7,5
to reduce
dot gain /loss. The screen ruling is placed well at this angle in order to avoid
moire and deliver a clean shape substrate dot.
All four
printers'
screens are made of monofilament polyester at 355T mesh
count mounted on aluminum stretch and glue frames for maximum balance
on the web screen press. The fabric's tension was kept at 14 to 16
N/cm2




Study Subject :: "The Influence of Ink Sequence on Color's Hue and Saturation in 4C Halftone Screen
Printing"
Figure 2. Nucleus Sequence Pattern Originator.
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A capillary emulsion of 18 urn thickness was used for sharpness and
minimum ink deposit and consequently reduced dot gain. The squeegee blade
was chosen at 65 durometer hardness for best results with the UV curable ink
system.
The ink system from Summit screen inks is developed for the web screen
print process and is press-ready at high viscosity (paste like). This ink is
thixotropic and can be thinned with halftone base according to performance
on press.
Any UV curable ink system delivers high solids, fast curing and excellent
coating on synthetic substrates. Ink sequence was kept as the only variable
since the UV ink system eliminated drying on the screen, variable film
deposit or endless re-formulation for use on different print stations. The UV
curing units by RPC were set for two bulbs of 300 Watts /in per station at
normal power setting.
The substrate used is Fasson Films Primax polyolefin non-porous. This is
an extruded plastic that is glossy, smooth, opaque white and pressure
sensitive with water based adhesive coated on a #44 paper base carrier liner.
The UV inks do not penetrate this construction but adhere and trap well to its
surface. There is a large number of ink sequence combinations that could be
tested under this process, but it was not the intent of this study to include all.
The selection of sequences was done as such as to include some that are being
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used for other processes and some that can give a good blend of ink trapping
in order to investigate a hypothesis. The following table shows the ink
sequences selected and created during the experimental print run (Table 2).


























YCMK is the traditional combination used throughout the industry and is
considered to be the most consistent. This sequence was used as the control.
Yellow is traditionally printed first due to its high opacity; and the black last to
enhance detail. In recent years, advancements in ink technology allows
yellow to be produced with good transparency. Yellow is frequently used as
the last color on sequence to brighten the print and function as an
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overvarnish to the printed subtractive primaries. Thus a popular
combination for other printing technologies has been the KCMY sequence.
This sequence was also produced during this experiment.
Proven to be a challenging process since inherent limitations in the ink's
pigments, heavy ink deposit and wet on dry trapping pose problems with UV
curing and image definition. This experiment revealed some of the ink
printers'
physical and chemical interactions in an effort to develop a standard
procedure for color control.
All densitometric readings were taken using a TOBIAS IQ 200 Portable
Computing Reflection Densitometer. The unit was calibrated according to
instructions as shown (Table 3).
Table 3. Densitometric Calibration Values.
Zero Calibration : 0.08
Black :1.98 Cyan : 1.98
Magenta : 1.98 Yellow : 2.00
The final set of prints measured consisted of five (5) sheets per sequence.
Every sheet, every color patch was measured on the middle of the square
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patch and the values were entered to a computer for processing. A computer
program was developed to process the data, calculate the GATF formulas on
ink performance and the Hexagon coordinates and also to generate graphical
analysis and comparison.
A set of sample prints was chosen by collecting a sample print for every ink
sequence for every ten (10) sheets or five (5) total as distributed through the
actual number of prints per sequence (Table 4).
Table 4. Number of Prints Created per Sequence.
Number of Prints Created per Sequence
MCYK:30 CYMK: 125 KCMY: 170 KMCY: 86
CYKM:105 KYMC: 88 YMCK: 124 YCMK: 125
The measuring was repeated for all individual color patches and the density
data was used to plot the
inks'
properties on the GATF Hexagon Hue and
Saturation Color chart. For each sequence the average of the five (5)
individual
sequences'
density values were taken and the final data was
determined as representative of the specific ink sequence. The information
was used to create graphically the Hexagons and
observe any changes in hue
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and saturation. In order to understand the interaction of ink sequence to the
printed result, all Hexagon diagrams were produced on transparencies and
then overlaid on the YCMK control sequence diagram.
The GATF formulas gave important results on dot gain, ink hue error and
trapping characteristics. It was shown that the yellow was the printer with a
small percent hue error and very good efficiency. The magenta contained a lot
of yellow and the cyan notable magenta contaminant. There was a variation
dependent on the ink sequence that appears clearly on the diagrams. The gray
balance and most of the two layer overprint data shows some but not a strong
interaction between ink sequence, trapping and color shift.
The color readings for the coordinates within the opponent colors CIE
L*a*b*
system and the total color difference
AE*
were taken using a MINOLTA
spectral reflectance Spectrophotometer CM-2002 with d/8 diffuse
illumination/
8
viewing angle, using the
10
(1964) standard observer with
the D65 Standard Illuminant with specular component included. This color
system is frequently used for color matching in the printing industry as being
the most recently accepted and provides coordinates for a uniform color
space. Also the color differences
AE*
can be analyzed for changes in hue,
saturation and lightness. Any other system like the CIE tristimulus values or
the CIE
L*u*v*
could deliver the same results by comparison, but this
method is mostly accepted in our field. The
spectrophotometer was selected
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because of its high sensitivity when compared to a tristimulus colorimeter.
The Minolta portable unit offered versatility and high accuracy. Also has the
capability of selecting any of the standard illuminants and observers for any
color space system. Similar procedure as in densitometry was followed for
color data collection with the spectrophotometer.
A computer generated spreadsheet was designed to handle the information
and provide graphical and statistical analysis. All the data was recorded and
entered for analysis per individual color patch for all the sheets for all ink
sequences. The graphical analysis was done as indicated by
Billmeyer1 for




on the CIELAB chroma diagram, with the control ink sequence
reading at the center in order to detect
most importantly any hue errors. Also






using the data from the solids
in an effort to prove the research
hypothesis. Furthermore and for all solids, 50% dot area and 80% dot area
color patches the calculated color difference
AE*
from the control ink
sequence YCMK, was analyzed on charts. This allowed to
observe the drastic
changes for all inks and overlaps and conclude on their significance.
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Press Run
Originally the printing of all the samples for the eight (8) ink sequences was
going to be performed on a sheetfed automatic cylinder press. The use of such
a press required elaborate processing and switching of the various ink colors
as to produce the required prints. A model was developed that showed the
least possible swaps of screens that could be used for the ink sequences (14).
Such a process would involve the change of screens several times creating a
long and painstaking process. The web screen printing press was selected
instead; a better fit making it possible to reduce makeready and color station
switching to a minimum.
NSPO was created to deliver all desired characteristics as a printing target
guide for ink sequence evaluation in screen printing. The following table
shows the actual printing order sequence as done on the five color UV web
screen printing press (Table 5). The web screen printer by Kammann that was
used for this run is located at Lampro Graphics and a crew of four participated
to the success of this experiment.
Through makeready the squeegee and flood
bar pressure and angle were
adjusted for this tight registration job.
Data sheets were used to record any information during the printing process
for individual ink sequences.
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The target densities were set as suggested by Mark
Coudray2 from the range
values Yellow : 0.8-1.0, Cyan : 1.2-1.4, Magenta : 1.2-1.4 and Black : 1.4-1.6; the
low densities were chosen for this run since the ink systems were not used
before on this press for actual four color halftone work. Initially, the inks
were brought to the proper print density under the specific conditions by
adjusting the ink color as specified.
During the printing run, a reflectance wide band densitometer was used for
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the density measurements and color adjustments. The press ready ink system
was poured in the screens directly. Adjustments were made to match the
specification density with additive clear halftone base. The UV curing units
from RPC UV XL could be set at low, normal and high power output; there
was no actual energy readings. Initially the setting was placed at low. After the
printheads were adjusted on pressure and angle, the screens were loaded,
material was on place and ink was put in the screens with the yellow printing
first. The color station screen switches were done methodically by removing
the screen cleaning the printhead and the screen with ink remover and
mount the particular color screen plate to a station in order to create the
proper sequence. Some combinations required even a three (3) screens swap.
The solid density control patch showed a density of 1.26 from the first
attempt; the addition of 50% halftone base maintained the same viscosity of
the ink but reduced the applied color density to an actual of 0.83. The cured
ink film felt soft and tacky so we increased the curing unit's intensity by
setting the power to normal; the ink was still soft,
but gave better interlayer
trapping. The first cyan print showed a density of 1.02 and adding 10% toner
to the ink brought density to 1.28; also the squeegee pressure was increased to
get better dot definition at the 50% dot area tints. Despite efforts to create
better coverage the image definition was poor. The halftone image was
significantly better in resolution
than the tints. During makeready the web
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speed was kept at 10 m/min., the curing energy at normal setting with three
bulbs and web main tension at 236 newtons. The magenta first printed at 1.37
and with thinning at 1.27 density. The skeleton black printed at 1.80 indicating
heavy deposit or high pigment concentration. Also on the black we noticed
poor transfer to the substrate; the ink separates and more goes with the screen
rather than being deposited on the substrate. The viscosity was reduced
adding halftone base at balanced blend of 75 ink to 25 base and the printed
density dropped to 1.46. With another try and 5% thinner added, the desired
1.39 reflective density was accomplished. During makeready that lasted three
(3) to four (4) hours the speed remained constant at 10 m/min. and the web
tension reached 299 to 306 Newtons. When all color stations were dropped at
the control sequence YCMK some moire effect was observed on the print
caused by interference of the 355 mesh to the 80 line ruling. The
tension
increased at 334 Newtons and the gray balance was poor with heavy cyan and
magenta. Also there was extremely poor trapping for the gray three
color
overlap at the 50% dot area creating
a grainy patch. The second
sequence of
YMCK at web speed 9 m/min. at 228 N web tension had to run with a new
cyan screen because the mesh torn during the first run; a new screen was shot
under the same parameters and with the same film positives. The
YMCK
sequence showed a weaker cyan even though it was brought to
the proper
density with magenta being the
dominant color for gray balance. Some
moire
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still was present along with squeegee marks. The screens were constantly
cleaned making sure that the flood coat was always uniform. By bringing the
black on the first station, the KYMC sequence was created. The speed was
maintained at 9 m/min. and the web tension at 378 Newtons. It was evident
that the black first improved the 50% dot area gray balance allowing for better
trapping; especially the four color 50% dot showed the ability of all printers to
trap well over the black. For the next KMCY sequence the yellow was moved
to the last station. The environmental conditions were monitored to remain
at the level of 75F and 27% RH. The KMCY sequence was proven to be the
best so far with virtual elimination of any moir6 effect and nice dot
definition. Trapping improved for the three and four color overlap at the 50%
dot area. The cyan color was moved to create KCMY sequence at 314-326
Newtons web tension at 9 m/min. web speed. Ink trapping, gray balance, dot
definition and color balance on the halftone image greatly improved under
this ink order. By moving the black color to the end of the press
and all the
other printers changed position, the CYMK sequence was printed.
Again for
CYMK, there was an obvious incompatibility of the black
printer to the other
colors showing high degree of
moire and lacking sharpness. The moire effect
was increased for the CYKM sequence with better saturation on the reds
and
similar print to CYMK; web tension was maintained at 356 Newtons
with
9 m/min. web speed. Finally the MCYK ink sequence was
produced when
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magenta ran at the first station at 361 N tension. Although the four color 50%
dot area balance did not indicate good interaction of the color screens, the
halftone image exhibited one of the best prints by comparison. The colors are
well saturated with very convincing hues. The print does not show bright
colors, but a color harmony and good merging of tones.
The overall process successfully showed interaction of the various printers
and the significance of the black printer's position on-press. The UV curing
units at that slow speed functioned at high heat levels but without
influencing the dimensional stability of the substrate. Registration control
was accomplished by continuous monitoring on-press, but was not significant
for the NSPO patches. The halftone image was useful on indicating poor
registration, trapping, gray balance and color shifts. All ink sequence
prints
were labelled at start to the end and flagged on the roll. Despite efforts to
control density with makeready, there was a significant fluctuation on density
values during the press run.
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Chapter 6
Results of the Study
Due to its nature and subject this experimental design created a large number
of numerical data for analysis. The use of algorithms, formulas and statistics
simplified the full evaluation of these values. But it should not be
overlooked that the study is targeted to the proper use and manipulation of
color for screen printers. It is essential to judge the color output as a proper
printer on press. Visual analysis and comparison is usually the only tool that
a printer possesses backed by experience and knowledge of the process. This
study would not be complete without an assessment on how the various
prints
look'
against the control, each other and the original proof.
Throughout this chapter is evident that printers can be successful on
producing and reproducing color if they manage to combine the
advantages
of all scientific tools with personal knowledge and examination.
The final density readings from all color patches are listed on the attached
computer generated charts (Appendix A). These values represent the actual
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average density of each patch of every set of five (5) prints per ink sequence.
For every sequence the Hexagon values are listed on the solid prints that were
used to plot the colors and create the Hexagon diagrams. In addition to the
listed data, the charts include fields that show the percent substrate dot,
percent dot gain, percent hue error, percent grayness, percent efficiency and
percent trapping for the overlapping ink layers. The Hexagon diagrams were
created by using this data which indicated some change on hue and saturation
but failed to provide a precise measurement of color changes. The Hexagon
diagrams should be considered of great help by using relative data on press to
improve on settings and approximately reach same press run results. The
charts are placed in the order that the sequences were created on-press
(Appendix A) . 1. YCMK, 2. YMCK, 3. KYMC, 4. KMCY, 5. KCMY, 6. CYMK, 7.
CYKM, 8. MCYK. Following the data listings are the respective Hexagon
diagrams (Appendix B) created by the calculated values of the original density
measurements.
Ink Analysis using Densitometric Readings
The data from the Hexagon diagrams and the ink property formulas are good
indicators of the expected ink performance and allow the screen printer to
adjust the process accordingly. The percent substrate dot gives the actual dot
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area printed on the substrate. Comparing that measurement to the expected
dot area at this case 50% or 80% determines dot gain or loss due to ink
performance and all printing parameters. For this particular set of screen
process inks there was at the midtones and close to the last quarter tones,
significant amount of dot gain that varies from 10 to 16 percent. The dot gain
is the result of the UV 100% solids ink system, its low viscosity and increased
open area of the 355 mesh.
Also the NSPO target positive films color patches were not created with dot
compensation for the screen printing parameters. Despite the dot gain, the
results of this experiment are considered valid since the influence of ink
sequence on color is independent to dot gain as long as dot gain remains at
same level for all sequences created.
As shown by the diagrams and density readings, the yellow printer maintains
a consistent and precise hue with low strength. Trapping varies depending on
position of the yellow ink during the sequence. The yellow traps well over
cyan from 88% to 93% and over magenta from 85% to 100%. It is obvious that
when yellow is the first color down the trapping improves with magenta
over at 97% to 100% and cyan 99% to 100%. The latter could be evidence that
red and green could be stronger when yellow is printed first.
The cyan has magenta component and some yellow that creates green with
strong cyan hue but lowers
saturation due to the magenta content. For the
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blue there is a strong magenta hue. This tendency for shift in color should be
compensated for during prepress film and screen making. Cyan traps well
over the other printers with nearly 100% to yellow and 97% to magenta but
yellow on cyan traps at an average of 91% and magenta on cyan at 87%.
Clearly there should be a better result for the green color when cyan is printed
over yellow and for the blue when magenta is printed over cyan.
The magenta printer has component yellow at significant levels that
influences the blue but brings the reds to the right hue since the actual
saturation level of the yellow is poor. Magenta traps well over and under
yellow and under cyan but not over cyan. For a good reproduction of the blue
color it is preferable to run magenta first and then cyan.
A quick guidance from this analysis shows that for best results the greens
should run with this ink system with cyan over yellow, blue with cyan over
magenta and red either with magenta over yellow or yellow over magenta.
The highest ink efficiency is given by the yellow at 93%, with 80% for the cyan
and the lowest for the magenta at 72%. The yellow has a small hue error at
4.15% average for the eight sequences while cyan remains at 23% hue error
mostly magenta component. The
magenta has the highest hue error at 47%
with mostly the yellow component
in the ink. That can easily alter the true
color reproduction of the original if the necessary adjustments are not made.
Grayness as related to hue error shows that cyan and magenta mostly have
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some gray component in the ink and yellow a small insignificant amount.
Hexagon Diagrams Analysis
In order to evaluate the hue and saturation color shifts, all diagrams were
printed on transparencies and overlayed over the control sequence diagram.
The color gamuts showed to be different for every ink sequence and there is
significant variation on the two layer colors red, green and blue. It is shown
from this study that a pattern is followed that correlates to the change in
density, trapping and sequence.
Following is a study of changes as they occur when a new sequence is created
(Appendix B).
YCMK to YMCK. As the cyan and magenta changed positions on-press the
produced print shows for the single
printers'
densities to remain without
change. The blue color improved in hue as moves to its axis closer by 0.8
density. As the cyan slightly drops in strength the blue with magenta being
the last printed color showed better hue. Cyan over magenta trapping was
measured at 95% and magenta over cyan at 86%; a smaller ink film thickness
for magenta delivers better blue with trap level.
YMCK to KYMC. Pattern remains almost identical due to non influence of
fourth black printer to the hexagon diagrams.
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KYMC to KMCY. The numbers show that yellow is slightly weaker at KMCY
than KYMC and the cyan remains same. As yellow has less effective trapping
at 93% the green color shows on the hexagon with lower saturation level. The
same happens to the red with yellow and magenta blend. It maintained a
lower saturation but remained close to same hue and excellent trapping at
100% yellow over magenta and magenta over yellow. Cyan over magenta
maintained exactly same level of single and overlap density. The above is a
clear indication that known ink characteristics can help to predict the results
under any ink sequence for a specific ink sequence.
KMCY to KCMY. Magenta and yellow maintained similar single densities
and as they interact and trap well the red remained same as well. The cyan
printer is stronger in saturation and the hue was corrected being closer to the
blue axis. There was a slight saturation change for the yellow to the cyan
printer.
KCMY to CYMK. The only significant variation occurs for the red. Despite a
small single density shift, saturation has increased to the expense of the hue
attribute. Cyan lost some saturation but green remained at same levels. There
was no change in sequence of yellow over cyan or percentage of trapping.
CYMK to CYKM. The color gamut remained the same as the three (3) color
placement did not change for this sequence. There was an insignificant
improvement of blue and red in terms of hue but only due to different run
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on-press with same setup parameters.
CYKM to MCYK. This ink sequence did not show any significant change
other than a small increase in saturation with magenta being the first printer
down.
MCYK to YCMK. The complete reverse three (3) color overlap shows the
influence of ink sequence. Close single density values for all printers but an
important change for the final color gamut of this sequence. Cyan over
magenta traps well and gives a good blue reproduction but when magenta
traps over cyan there is poor color transfer and still the hue is shifted towards
magenta. Cyan over yellow gives a better green and increases the saturation.
Yellow and magenta balance well despite the major amount of yellow
component in the magenta process ink. The reds print well with good
saturation and the correct hue.
YCMK to KMCY. The results of these two diagrams comparison are the
same as the latter from MCYK to YCMK. The consistency of this process is
represented by the diagrams when all other parameters are kept constant. The
KMCY run was produced four (4) runs before the MCYK sequence and still
they compare to a close approximation.
The Hexagon diagrams serve as an excellent tool for quick press run
comparison in order to make adjustments as needed. It is evident through
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the printing process that small changes on-press that show as small shift on
the diagrams are more significant than presented. These diagrams are useful
only for comparison of ink system performance and its possible color gamut
reproduction. For a graphical evaluation on the way the densities of all colors
differ for any eight (8) ink sequences several significant bar-charts are attached
for review and analysis (Appendix B). Mainly for the three color overlaps and
four color
patches'
data, these graphs show the effect that ink sequence has to
the prints and the ability of densitometry to record it.
Density Graphs Analysis
The most important element for any four color job is its gray balance and how
well the three primary colors blend in order to always keep a symmetry that
will not create color shifts. The YCMK sequence is considered the control for
this study that all other sequences are compared to its gray balance output in
order to find variance in color density that will find the null hypothesis
relatively improbable. As shown by the bar charts (Appendix B) there are
changes occurring at the overlapping three (3) and four (4) color patches but
only at the level of 0.10 density that is not believed to shift color drastically.
3 Color Gray Balance Analysis. The run from YCMK to YMCK showed an
increase on the cyan content and a drop on magenta. Also the yellow dropped
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overall since magenta has a high content of yellow component. It is clear that
the last color down is the dominant component. The switch to KYMC does
not change the readings since the switch of the black station does not affect
the three (3) color overlaps. By positioning the yellow last in sequence
resulted to a drop on density for all colors but kept at same ratio. The KCMY
sequence with the cyan on the second print station shows a slight increase on
magenta content, constant yellow and a reduction for the cyan. When
switched to the CYMK ink sequence clearly the magenta becomes the
dominant ink component. Also magenta helps to increase the yellow density
level and cyan remains constant. Magenta traps well over yellow but not
cyan, while yellow traps well on cyan. For CYKM there is no significant
difference since the three (3) color overlap remains the same as on the
previous sequence. Finally the MCYK sequence shows some logical changes
with magenta dropping, yellow dropping
-
possibly because of poor trapping
over cyan - and cyan increasing as moves closer to the top. As a general
judgment the cyan and magenta increase when applied last on the printing
order and the yellow is unpredictable that needs to be balanced to the hue
error of the other printers for best results.
4 Color Overlap Analysis (Solids). This graph of the four color overlap for the
solids is instrumental on studying the effect of black on the prints of the
various ink sequences. The changes are significant since there is change for all
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printers at the range of 0.35 density values. When black is placed as the last
ink down on the print creates the same effect independent of the sequence of
the three primary color printers. So the YCMK, YMCK, CYMK and MCYK
sequences show almost identical values. When black is placed first down
allows some freedom and flexibility for the primary colors to determine the
final color hue. When black is placed in the middle area of the printing order,
the final color down depending on its trapping, transparency and hue error
dominates the final color result.
Tint 50% Density Analysis. The 50% dot area and the produced three color
overlaps reveal important information on the interaction of the most
complex and unpredictable pattern for screen printing. The effect of ink
sequence does not follow a specific pattern and the placement of the dots,
trapping characteristics, dot shape, squeegee pressure, measuring probe
placement and ruling angle play an important role to the final result. It is not
the intent of this experiment to study the effects of all the variables at this
50% dot area as long as it is clearly shown that the various ink sequences
provide for same dot areas variable density readings. This variance ranges for
magenta from 0.66 to 0.88, for cyan from 0.46 to 0.79 and for the yellow printer
from 0.60 to 0.74.
4C 50% Tint Density Analysis. The placement of the black in the printing
order is not as predictable as for the solid color patches. It is evident that when
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black is positioned last on the sequence the poor trapping does not allow good
uniform deposit and results to low density low saturation prints. The MCYK
sequence showed better results since magenta prints well on the substrate,
cyan traps well on magenta and yellow traps very well on both printers. The
black performed well enhancing the color saturation increasing the overall
density and showing additional detail. When black is printed as the first ink
layer the color printers trap well on that layer and the color improves.
Tint 80%> Density Analysis. The gray balance for the 80% dot area is equally
important since delivers information on the performance of the inks at the
shadow areas; an area that screen printing is sensitive to the large number of
printing parameters that can influence ink deposit and eventually color hue
and saturation. As we switched from YCMK to YMCK there was almost no
change in color output. The next sequence KYMC shows an increase in cyan,
but that is a result of the screen change and other makeready adjustments. At
KMCY the changes are small giving less yellow and magenta that
does not
correspond to the logic that any final color will deliver
stronger density
readings. Also does not connect to the solids densities that maintained same
level of density for this small switch. A small difference of 0.10 density
is not
considered effectual for densitometry. There is no significant difference for
the KCMY sequence either. For the following sequences of CYMK and CYKM
there was an increase on magenta and yellow as it is proposed by the research
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hypothesis. The last MCYK sequence showed no substantial color density
changes. At the 80% dot area is noticeable that little variation occurs due to
ink sequence. That suggests a better blend of the color printers due to dot
pattern, angle and trapping. It is possible at this level according to the above
findings to maintain color consistency independent to ink sequence; or
densitometry is not a precise tool of color measurement.
4C 80% Tint Density Analysis. Adding the black printer to the equation
supports the previous findings on the density readings from the three (3)
color overlaps. When black is the last ink down the sequences YCMK, YMCK,
CYMK and MCYK resulted to almost identical density readings. Black as the
first ink in the printing order functions as a good base for overlapping colors
that show strong color readings with variation up to 0.20 density.
Colorimetric Charts, Graphs and Analysis
The attached charts (Appendix D) show all the color measurement readings as
taken by the reflectance spectrophotometer. The readings of every color patch
of the NSPO target guide of every five prints
chosen for every ink sequence
were added and the average value was taken to create a full chart for every
ink sequence. The readings for the control ink sequence YCMK were only for






calculated since all other data was compared to this original print. The charts
attached (Appendix D) are in the order that the ink sequence prints were
produced on press during the experimental run. The data was arranged from
the colorimetric charts to listings in order to create graphic representation of
the data (Appendix E) that can show the placement of the various color
patches within the uniform color space CIELAB (1976) (Appendix C). Also for
solely solid color patches the set of plot scatter graphs is the traditional way in
the industry to reject or approve color and establish color difference versus
the original control YCMK; the control is placed at the (0,0) coordinate.
a. Colorimetric Graphical Analysis
Contrary to the small changes in color as detected by densitometry, the actual
color coordinates within the CIELAB (1976) color uniform space, reveal
significant changes occurred during the process of the eight ink sequences.
The control original sequence YCMK is always placed at the (0,0,0) center of
the system for the graphical analysis. All other plotted data is relative to the
values of YCMK color patches.
la.
AE*
for SOLIDS. This bar chart is a comparative representation of actual
color difference as calculated against the control sequence YCMK, of the solid
color values yellow, cyan, magenta, black and four (4) color overlap of every
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ink sequence in the order produced. This graph is excellent for the quick study
of the performance of the ink system at the various positions on press. The
inconsistent yellow output that jumps from 4
AE*
to approximately a
constant 12 AE*. This
'jump'
should influence the performance of the
overlapping ink layers. As shown at this graph the other color printers
magenta, cyan and black have remained within acceptable range for good
repeatability on-press of the print combinations. There is also a distinguished
dependance on the actual ink sequence followed as related to the position of
the black printer. When black is placed as the last color down the color
difference
AE*
is small; as shown for YMCK, CYMK and MCYK independent




for SOLIDS RGB, 3C. Same as figure 3. representation but for red,
green, blue and three (3) color overlaps. The interaction of the yellow and
magenta shows that when magenta overlaps yellow then the color difference
remains at relatively low levels but when yellow is over magenta the reds
differ up to 15.50
AE*
from YCMK reds. For the green cyan covers yellow well
with
AE*
at 6.00 but when yellow overlaps cyan the
AE*
reaches 14.00.
Magenta and cyan produce good color that reaches maximum 4.00 AE*s. As
for the three (3) color overlap the printers balance well with a maximum
AE*




vs the YMCK control color.
3a.AE*
for 50% Tint Area. Same as figure 3. representation designed for the
50% dot area readings of yellow, cyan, magenta, black and. The magenta is
shown to deviate up to
AE*
12.00 from the control that shows the dot density
and placement can affect color perception in screen printing. All other colors
remain under normal levels of color shift. The four (4) color overlap patches
are consistently moving to significant color shift from 4.5 to 8.0 AE*s.
4a.
AE*
for 50% Tint Area RGB, 3C. Same as figure 3. designed for 50% dot
area on red, green, blue and four (4) color. This graph is evidence of the
control that all printing parameters are mostly effective at the dot area
patterns and especially at the middletones in screen printing. There is a
consistent pattern on the performance of the reds. The green is again showing
strong changes for the sequences with yellow over cyan CYMK, CYKM and
MCYK that indicates the importance of the top color attributes. The blue has
the most distinct variation that can be identified as the influence of the top
ink color to the final appearance and perception. For all sequences with cyan
over magenta the color difference is extreme and drastic up to 15.00 AE*. On
the contrary all combinations that match the control magenta over cyan for
blue production, the
AE*
is low; KCMY, CYMK and CYKM like YCMK. The
three (3) color overlap values validate the same findings that the last color
determines the final hue and most of the sequences include magenta or
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yellow as the top layer ink, resulting to significant color difference
AE*
of up




for 80% Tint Area. Same as figure 3. designed for 80% dot area for
yellow, cyan, magenta, black and four (4) color. The individual single color
values for yellow, cyan and magenta (the black was not printed as 80% but as a
50% tint and the patch was not measured or included in the charts) follow a
normal pattern. The magenta for KCMY shifts to 11.00 AE*s that does not
influence the end result for the three (3) color patch of the respective
sequence. Also the 3C patch of MCYK shows a critical color shift that does not
show to be a product of the individual color printers.
6a.
AE*
for 80%o Tint Area RGB, 3C. Same as figure 3. designed for 80% dot
area readings of red, green, blue and three (3) color overlaps. The red colors
show a pattern that again is related to the effect of yellow as a top layer color;
when yellow is over magenta there is a jump in
AE*
that is different of the
control YCMK with magenta over yellow. Apparently other factors that
affected ink film thickness of yellow and cyan, have produced a variable
pattern on performance of these printers and the ability to match the original.
Either combination shows low and high AE*s that do not correlate well to any
side of the total hypothesis. The blue colors show a consistent repetitive
model of top ink layer dominance. As the control runs with magenta over
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cyan, the same configuration does not distort color. If cyan overlaps magenta
then the actual color difference can reach levels of 10.00 AE*s. The 3C color
patches correspond to the performance of the individual inks and maintain a
relatively low level of color difference.




7a. Yellow Solids Color Values Sequences. The yellow shows to give different
color output as printed for the other sequences. In reality what can change is
the ink film thickness of the ink on-press, variation in the pigment
dispersion during processing and possibly contaminants in the ink that can
affect its final color. From the coordinates the ink remained close to the
original for the first two subsequent sequences YMCK and KYMC. The next
setup on press involved repositioning the yellow ink print to the last station
on press. It is obvious that during the short makeready the new output for
that yellow remained to an area where the color produced was of a
significantly bluer hue.
8a. Cyan Solids Color Values Sequences. The cyan color remained close to the
original values. A small change seems to show that despite the multiple
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changes on print stations and makeready adjustments, the color was managed
well to keep as sole variable the change in ink sequence.
9a. Magenta Solids Color Values Sequences. The magenta ink color remained
also close to the desired control values. As the graph shows magenta moved
to a region with more greenish content and also later in the run to a
yellowish region but in small degree.
10a. Red Solids Color Values Sequences. For the first two runs of YMCK and
KYMC the red remained at acceptable levels. The yellow printer influenced
the color values depending on the position in the ink order and the final red
color shifted to the blue mostly and green region versus the original red color.
11a. Green Solids Color Values Sequences. Yellow had the same effect on the
green color shifting the hue to a bluish mostly and reddish region. The first
two runs followed a pattern closer to the YCMK values for the green color.
12a. Blue Solids Color Values Sequences. Most of the runs resulted to a region
with greenish color properties and some blue. Evidently the cyan dominated
the color and shifted the values to a significant distance away from the
original's values. As magenta functions as the top color, the strong additional
blue hue is eliminated.
23a. Three (3) Color Solids Color Values Sequences. The three (3) color
overlaps still produced color that remains with the proximity of the original
values but still carrying blue and green content. When magenta is the final
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to the YCMK values.
14a. Four (4) Color Solids Color Values Sequences. When black is added, the
four (4) color overlaps show to be placed very close to the original values.
Trapping and black position in the ink sequence dictate the final values. All












values of Yellow Solids. Changes in lightness for all ink
sequences were very small for the yellow ink. The first two runs YMCK and




values of Cyan Solids. For the cyan overall the lightness
was
reduced compared to the control's even down to -2.50 as for the KCMY
sequence. The single hue ranged from some red to some green but the




values ofMagenta Solids. Lightness





coordinates show small differences for the magenta.
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18a.CIEL*a*b*
values of Black Solids. Lightness values for the black printer at
-2.00 difference are acceptable and any color difference very small and
insignificant. Color-wise the black printer reproduced very well.
19a.
CIEL*a*b*
values of Red Solids. The red solids show some increase on
lightness. For the red-blue axis there is no repetitive pattern that can be
followed for color output. Independent to ink sequence there is a wide range
up to -3.5 at the green region that reds are positioned at. At the blue region
there is a drastic change from sequence to sequence at the blue region. The
lightness increases if yellow is the top color and also can be found at the blue
region even at -7.00 Ab*.
20a.
CIEL*a*b*
values of Green Solids. Most of the ink combinations
of yellow
and cyan result to positions at the reddish region with up to 2.5 Aa*. Also the
lightness level drops for all ink sequences. There is also a significant
difference of
Ab*
up to -14.00 for most of the
sequences with yellow
overlapping the cyan printer. The
bluish tendency can is connected to the
yellow's hue shift during the printing experiment.
21a.
CIEL*a*b*
values of Blue Solids. The
blue solids for all ink sequences ran
with more green than the original control with some variation on lightness
down to -2.00. Also the sequences run bluish with similar drop in lightness.
22a.
CIEL*a*b*
values of Three (3) Color
Solids. When yellow is the last ink
down the three (3) color overlaps produce higher lightness color with a
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greenish appearance down to -5.00 Aa*. With cyan the last color the greenish
hue remains but the lightness is close to the original. The magenta as a top
ink layer produces the closest color to the original with increase on reddish
hue.
b. Visual Analysis
The visual analysis was performed under the ASTM standard D 1729 - 89 with
one viewer and one set of illuminant D65 representing average daylight
conditions. The process involved comparison of all eight ink sequence
samples having the YCMK initial ink sequence as a control. All other prints
were compared to the control and evaluated the color perception of the vital
color patches. In addition to the evaluation of the patches of the NSPO guide,
the halftone image was evaluated for any printing defects, dot definition and
comparison to the control image. The halftone photograph was also
evaluated towards the original print proof produced from the positive films.
lb. YCMK. The four color patch at the 50% dot area of the NSPO target guide
has a
'flat'
appearance due to poor trapping of the last black ink on the
primary color printers. Also there is high
degree of moire interference
patterns on the print. The halftone color picture carries excessive magenta dot
on the skin tones. All other elements are well reproduced.
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2b. YMCK. The four (4) color patch on the 50% dot area remains poorly
printed due to ineffective trapping of the last color black. The three (3) color
gray balance of the 50% dot area is printed with lower saturation. There was
also variation of color settings within the same ink sequence run. The
magenta has dominant presence on the halftone picture. Cyan is detected on
the 50% and 80% dot area color patches as the dominant color since is placed
as the top ink layer.
Comparing to the YCMK sequence the magenta over cyan seems purple
versus cyan over magenta at this sequence that appears bluish.
3b. KYMC. With the position of the black printer as the first color down the
trapping improved and the 50% four (4) and three (3) color patches give
smooth graphics. The black prints heavier to the substrate resulting to a
darker halftone image. Moire patterns are obvious but there is also more
detail at the highlight tones. The 4C 80% color patch appears darker and green
versus a reddish look at the YCMK sequence. The 4C solid appears darker and
bluish. There was no variation throughout this printing run.
4b. KMCY. This sequence produced a good and sharper image with no moire
patterns. The trapping is successful on all gray
balance four color patches. The
gray balance appears
bluish /greenish versus a reddish for the YCMK. The reds
on the halftone image appear duller and closer to orange hues versus deep
reds for the YCMK.
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5b. KCMY. All trapping at the multicolor patches appear well reproduced. The
50% gray balance looks red versus a bluish for YCMK. The greens are deeper
in saturation on the 80% and the green appears with blue hues. The 80% red
is orangy since yellow traps over magenta vs deep red for YCMK. The same
phenomenon is found for the solids. Also yellow appears light in color
versus the control. Cyan appears stronger with high saturation. There is no
moire but the prints do not have the sharpness. The greens are bright with
more detail and the reds are well. There is excessive of cyan and black to the
background on the halftone image; the hair on the picture does not appear
brown but darker bluish with a black hue. There is also more highlights and
shadow areas detail definition.
6b. CYKM. As we return to the different position of the black printer the four
color 50% and 80% area color patches are 'washed out'. The solid gray balance
appears close to the control with mostly a blue hue. The 80% area of gray
balance is bluish versus brown on the control and the 50% bluish versus light
brown. The yellow shows lower strength resulting to cyan being the
dominant hue in the green. The blue is saturated compared to control. The
halftone image is greenish with poor definition but a good gradation tone
background. Poor trapping on the image of magenta, cyan and black gives
poor blue reproduction. The reds and greens appear sharp. There is poor
overall skin tone reproduction and gray balance.
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7b. CYMK. The moire pattern is limited. The four color patches are poor since
black is printed last for both 50% and 80% dot areas on the NSPO guide. The
halftone image has good color reproduction and harmony with poor
sharpness.
8b. MCYK. The final color combination delivers excellent graphics, good color
reproduction and gray balance. The reds and greens are flatter with saturated
blue areas. The four color patches are improved for the 80% dot area. The gray
and color balance are well printed for the 80% areas and solids; the 50% dot
areas appear bluish. So far the best image output.
Cotnparison to Original Proof Print of Halftone Image
YCMK. The print appears with heavy bluish background and with increased
moire pattern. The skin tones are heavy on red but apple reds appear nicely
saturated. The greens appear saturated in comparison.
YMCK. This print shows to be the closest to the original proof. The skin
tones are lighter since the highlights for magenta have not printed in full
format. There is a cyan element in gray balance. There is also
increased
magenta presence in the highlights. The reds have reproduced very well.
KYMC. This print lacks sharpness, detail and has a poor gradation
background. The gray balance on the guide is well
reproduced with good
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yellows, saturated greens and very convincing apple reds and table surface.
?KMCY. There is evident presence of red and blue in gray balance of all areas.
The yellow is a missing element in very low levels. The reds are saturated.
The greens are reproduced with heavy cyan element. Overall the sharpness is
very good.
KCMY. The cyan color printer is the dominant element on this print. There
is heavy magenta on skin tones and highlights. The reds are accurately
saturated. Cyan is printed heavier in the greens and also gives a dark blue hue
to the four color solid patch.
CYMK. The background shows lack of sharpness but delivers good gray
balance. The reds, greens and highlights are very close to the original
proof.
CYKM. Reds appear brighter and also greens without yellow element. There
is moire caused by mesh and screen ruling interference. The skin tones are
light due to dot loss at highlights. There is not enough yellow at the
highlights to match the original.
MCYK. The background appears bluish and the gray balance and
highlights
darker than the original. The greens are darker and reds appear very close to
the proof.
Data Analysis and Discussion
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The various methods of collecting data during the experiment and research
were used to study the validity of the research hypothesis and find the null
hypothesis highly improbable. Ink sequence is considered an important
element of four color halftone screen printing and the use of several methods
to evaluate its influence on color is well justified.
During this experiment and as shown by the research results, several
conclusions can be made to the favor of the research hypothesis. First the
various steps of research are analyzed in order to determine the importance
of the findings as collected and presented.
Experimental Run
During the process of producing the printed samples on-press the live data on
the performance of the ink systems, the substrate, the accuracy of reproducing
the proper image, the consistency of maintaining factors and variables
under
predetermined parameters contributed to ultimately monitor the influence of
ink sequence on color's hue and saturation.
The NSPO target guide was proven an invaluable tool on collecting the right
information for the accurate analysis of the changes in color, image
reproduction, trapping and ink performance. The
wide format of the target
guide and the convenient dimensions of the color patches makes it easy to
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look at color as performs on press showing any possible process defects. It was
also proven easy to make measurements with any device and be able to
compare samples for visual color comparison purposes. The NSPO
communicated color changes on press, trapping ink characteristics, printing
defects and ability of image reproduction for the specific total printing system.
During the printing run as the changes were made to create the various ink
sequences, the changes in color output on the same substrate were evident.
The ability of the color printers to trap for multilayer printing was detected on
the halftone areas and the color image.
At the 50% tint areas when black is used as the first ink down then the
following ink colors trap and print successfully. Black does not trap well over
three color dot area prints and also does not transfer well to the raw surface of
the substrate. It was quickly shown during the print run that the placement of
the black printer is important for any ink sequence followed on press.
Ink sequence changed the way the inks trap, controlled image attributes like
moire, gradation tones and sharpness and also dictated total color appearance
shifting to bluish or reddish hues, yellowish brightness and green saturation
effects.
Densitometry, Ink Performance Formulas, Hexagon Diagrams
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Density is not a color measurement system but a data collection system of
relative values corresponding to the amount of light reflected from the
printed ink film. A densitometer uses color filters to measure only the
amount of light that is allowed to reach the device through the color filters.
The different filters are designed to absorb specific regions of the visible light
spectrum thus the ability of a densitometer to measure the reflected density of
cyan, yellow and magenta printers.
Densitometric readings show the content of yellow, cyan and magenta for any
given color patch on the NSPO guide and not the actual color change as a
total color output. The density data was important for evaluating the
performance of the ink systems through the GATF formulas. It is essential to
know the percent of hue error and dot gain produced.
Trapping was proven critical for the ink sequence and its influence to the
final printing output.
The GATF formulas show well the degree of trapping for interaction of all
color printers combinations that fluctuates depending on the overlaps.
Consequently the different ink sequence will change the printed color's
properties.
Through densitometry was found that the position of the black printer in the
printing order directs the final color appearance of the printed image; another
supporting element for the research hypothesis.
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Density data also supports the theory of color dominance for any printer that
is printed last in sequence and remains on top of any overlapping layer.
The 50% dot areas show significant density variance for all ink sequences;
trapping, dot placement, dot configuration and size of sampling area
contribute to such a density readings diversion.
Density data collected for the gray balance color patches shows the actual color
printers content as the light is filtered and reflected through the overlapping
layers. It is possible to maintain gray balance by use of densitometry as to
control the element of ink sequence.
The GATF Hexagon diagrams created by the
prints'
density readings have
shown some variation during the production of the eight (8) ink sequences.
The diagrams can be used to graphically show the hue and saturation shifts
on-press. They are a proven visual tool for adjustments on-press and these
plots support the research hypothesis on the influence of ink sequence on
color'
s hue and saturation. Equally effective is the graphical representation of
density fluctuation due to ink sequence for the three (3) and four (4) color
overlaps. It is a visual meter of change in reflectance density for the content of
the primary color printers.
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Colorimetry
The color data as collected by the spectrophotometer is true color
measurement that shows any possible variance in color. The readings allow
for the colors to be represented to the CIELAB uniform color space as
coordinates (Appendix C). By comparing all ink sequences to the color data of
the control YCMK sequence it was proven that there is significant shift in hue
and saturation dependent to the printing order of the inks. It also is possible
to get accurate readings on the single color ink patches and review the ink
system's properties.
The yellow was shown to change from sequence to sequence and result to
even a color difference
AE*
of 12.00. The black ink position to the printing
order again was shown to influence significantly the total color
output. Also
the overlapping of two inks gives
different color data dependent on the
printing order followed; magenta and
yellow for the reds, yellow's position
on the three (3) colors and cyan and magenta on the blues.
Spectrophotometry was successful on detecting
significant changes in hue,
saturation, find variation due to press set-up and even
ink sequence affecting
color's lightness by varying the position of the printers
within overlapping
layers; yellow is a good control of the brightness.
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Visual Evaluation
The visual analysis remains as the most popular among screen printers and
can not be ignored. By comparing all samples under normal viewing lighting
conditions it was possible to discover the effect that ink sequence has on total
four color printing. The poor trapping at the multicolor overlaps was evident
especially at the 50% dot area that can be used as a guide for on-press
adjustments. It was also easy to spot the color's hue difference on two ink
layers overlaps as for the cyan on magenta printer giving a different blue
appearance than the purplish of magenta on cyan overlap.
By comparing the sample prints managed to detect the overall dominant hue
due to mainly the last color down or
placement of the black printer. It is
substantial to use visual comparison for evaluating other reproduction
properties like color brightness, image sharpness, dot reproduction and
physical configuration, moire patterns and gradations tones
reproduction. By
visual evaluation it was shown that ink sequence is not a single factor but a
system of elements that take into effect when a new sequence is followed.
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Statistical Analysis
Since it is shown from the experimental work that the color
spectrophotometric values are realistic representation of color measurement
and change, for this statistical procedure only the colorimetric values were
chosen to test the main hypothesis. As a result the mean color differences
AE*
values were used.
The data are charted in two level matrixes representing the influence of ink
sequence for all ink overlaps and printing areas of solids, 50% and 80%.
These data were created using the statistical software package Exstatix
developed by Select Micro Systems, Inc.
For all combinations the Single Factor Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was
applied using the statistical value F and a level set for rejection of the null
hypothesis at probability value p < 0.05. The level of significance remained at
95%. It is easily shown using proper calculations that the null hypothesis is






Sequence Red Green Blue 3-Color 4-Color
YCMK 0 0 0 0 0
YMCK 1.34 4.54 4.58 4.53 0.84
KYMC 2.14 5.9 4.76 4.33 5
KMCY 8.2 12.25 4.14 6.28 1.98
KCMY 8.32 15.64 4.34 4.53 2.93
CYMK 6.23 14.06 2.78 3.21 0.33
CYKM 7.09 14.15 4 2.63 4.75
MCYK 7.28 14.66 4.75 4.97 .86
At the 95%o significance level the F is equal to 11.54 that results to a probability
value of p
= 0.0000A. Because the obtained probability value meets the
criterion for statistical significance, the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of
the research hypothesis.
In support of these results comes the test of Scheffe Multiple Comparisons
showing that the means
for every ink sequence
are mostly different to
those
of control sequence YCMK. The required F value for 95% level of significance
is 0.297; all differences greater than this number, are
significant. The test












Table 7. Solids Scheffe Multiple Comparisons.
KCMY KMCY CYKM MCYK CYMK KYMC YMCK YCMK
0.173
















Seq. Red Green Blue 3-Color 4-Color
YCMK 0 0 0 0 0
YMCK 3.29 8.26 9.82 4.73 4.99
KYMC 3.74 7.32 12.02 4.78 7.38
KMCY 6.51 8.15 8.11 10.56 8.14
KCMY 6.54 10.28 5.61 13.19 6.79
CYMK 4.34 18.48 3 16.7 6.59
CYKM 5.33 17.86 6.37 17.01 4.7
MCYK 6.23 18.22 15.04 8.5 5.4
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At the 95% significance level the F is equal to 4.18 that results to a probability
value of p
= 0.0089A. Because the obtained probability value meets the
criterion for statistical significance, the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of
the research hypothesis.
The Scheffe Multiple Comparisons indicate significant differences for the F
statistical value of 0.297 at the 95% significant level.
Table 9. 50% Tint Scheffe Multiple Comparisons.














Seq. Red Green Blue 3-Color 4-Color
YCMK 0 0 0 0 0
YMCK 3.86 6.73 7.997 6.66 2.24
KYMC 3.54 7.81 8.12 6.49 3.94
KMCY 7.03 3.25 7.68 8.61 2.89
KCMY 7.5 3.4 4.95 5.4 2.45
CYMK 2.37 6.52 3.18 2.03 0.79
CYKM 3.33 7.55 3.47 3.27 3.82
MCYK 3.3 7.92 5.63 8.13 8.13
At the 95%; significance level the F is equal to 2.26 that results to a probability
value of p
= 0.0884A. Because the obtained probability value meets the
criterion for statistical significance, the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of
the research hypothesis.
The Scheffe Multiple Comparisons also indicate significant differences
for the
F statistical value of 0.297 at the 95% significant level.
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Table 11. 80% Tint Scheffe Multiple Comparisons.
Seq. KCMY KMCY CYKM MCYK CYMK KYMC YMCK YCMK
KCMY 0.265 <L9lJ>
KMCY 0.219 <72j) (g%J)
CYKM 0.146 (SJ)
MCYK (J30j) <(U6> <Jl35) 0.109 <!74j)
CYMK C^2>
KYMC 0.244 (076^) (JoiJ)
YMCK 0.124 053$) (J573)
YCMK
The research hypothesis states that there will be a significant difference of the
mean values taken of the individual ink sequences to the mean values
of the
control sequence YCMK. It is easily shown
through the statistics that there is a
high probability for that
phenomenon to take place not only against the
control sequence but any variation during a printing
run.
It is verified that the null hypothesis is improbable and
the research
hypothesis is accepted. The ink sequence can vary the color's
hue and
saturation in four color screen printing. The analysis
also indicates that the
variance is highly probable for the 80% areas
with distinct differences for




A cross reference of the results as presented by densitometry, the GATF ink
formulas, the Hexagon diagrams, colorimetry, visual analysis and statistical
analysis indicates several common findings regarding ink performance, color
variance and influence of ink sequence on total color output in four color
halftone screen printing.
Densitometry was proven a less effective method in collecting color data since
through reflectance color density measurement can not detect significant
color changes. The density readings are instrumental on collecting
information on the performance of the ink system like percent hue error and
percent trapping.
Trapping is a characteristic that is directly connected to the use of ink
sequence, since the printing order changes the
color printers which interact
differently; the ink film thickness and the light absorbency varies.
The GATF Hexagon diagrams are only good as a
quick guide for on-press
adjustments and not as precise color evaluation tool. The diagrams still
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showed the significance of ink sequence by recording some differences as the
printing order changed.
This experiment mostly benefited through the proper use of colorimetry. The
positioning of the individual color patches from the NSPO guide within the
CIELAB uniform color space, made it possible to compare the true color
attributes of hue, saturation and lightness of all ink sequences to the control
YCMK. The research hypothesis was fully proven, as significant color
difference was measured for all different overlapping colors. Colorimetry
exhibited the ability to detect macroscopic color differences that confirmed the
null hypothesis as highly improbable.
Most of the color difference was also verified by simple visual analysis of the
printed samples under daylight illuminant conditions.
The statistical data analysis of the colorimetric values showed the significant
differences in color created by the change of ink sequence. All sequences with
the exemption of some YMCK color patches varied significantly in
comparison to the control YCMK sequence. The null hypothesis of color
output remaining equal during any change of ink sequence is highly
improbable.
The following is a synopsis of the most important findings from this research.
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The black printer position within a multi ink layer affects the end color
output significantly. All methods agree that when black is the first ink down
the final image is well saturated, with heavy deposit of black ink, increased
detail at the highlights and improved trapping for the other color printers. If
the black is placed last as a top color then the color output carries less black
since it does not trap as well to the ink layers of the primary printers; most
importantly at the middle-tone areas. By the use of black placement the
printer can control accordingly the final output.
The yellow printer significantly changes the final color output if placed last
on top of the other ink printers. Yellow provides brightness to the reds and
greens and can assist the good reproduction of the skin tones.
It is essential to control the sequence of cyan and magenta since the final
color's hue can change according to
printers'
position. Cyan gives a bluish
hue and magenta a more reddish/purplish appearance.
It was proven that in screen printing under this system's conditions,
the last
printed color creates a dominant hue to the overall print. Added light
reflectance and better ink coverage contribute to that effect.
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Constant changes in the process different than the standard makeready can
influence the final printed ink film and eventually color output. As a result
of changing color stations for the creation of the ink sequences there was a
variance in the ink printing. A process has to be standardized for specific
application for best results.
Ink sequence proved to be very influential on the screen printing process
since the trapping characteristics of the individual color printers change and
result to variation in color output; most consequential is for the 50% and 80%
dot areas.
The process inks are not pure formulations but contain color contaminants.
As the ink sequence changes so does the color output.
The ink sequence system of factors can be used if the ink properties are
known, as a mechanism to aid the screen printer on controlling final color
output. The ink sequence can also be used for color matching purposes
depending on the application. Knowledge of specific ink
system performance
under various ink sequences can be used for color control.
The NSPO target guide is ideal for use in the screen printing environment.
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The ink sequence should be a system known by ink manufacturers as to allow
compensation during prepress for best results.
When any of the darker color inks like magenta and black are printed first
down, the ink film thickness is high and results to increased color saturation
for the final color output.
The non-porous substrate and the use of UV curable ink systems allow for
better evaluation of ink sequence. The above offer elimination of factors that
can bias similar studies; substrate porosity, absorbency, uneven printing
surface, solvent content in ink evaporation rate, ink drying on screen,
printing of 40% solids and uncontrollable viscosity variance.
From this experiment it was found that the use of black placement within the
printing order can be used to
saturate color images and enhance detail. The
yellow primary printer can be used to
elevate any color's brightness if placed
last in order and also improve skin tones. The MCYK sequence can be used
under this
process'
conditions to provide good sharpness and color
reproduction, but the KMCY sequence was proven
the best to match the
original proof's color properties.
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This controlled system was designed to keep all factors constant and
consistent with the ink sequence remaining the sole variable. Despite all
efforts to adhere to the above conditions there were several factors that
brought additional variability to this experimental design. Ink color values
changed on press when stations were changed, there was a different
densitometer used for the on-press readings and another for the final analysis
and poor dot reproduction influenced the finished color output. Aside some
of the expected variability, the selection of the substrate, the UV curing ink
systems, the web screen press and the printing crew managed to keep the ink
deposit and color to acceptable levels.
The final conclusion as reported by the research results and findings, states
that the ink sequence in four color screen printing under the specified
conditions can significantly influence the total
color's hue and saturation.
The research hypothesis is proven, completed and verified since the null
hypothesis is shown to be highly improbable through the statistical analysis of
colorimetric data. The printing industry will still need to expand
on this study
and find if other screen printing systems respond to
the same conclusions.
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Recommendation for Further Research
Screen printing lacks significant research for important technical aspects of
the process. Since it was proven that the use of ink sequence system of
elements can be used as an important tool of controlling color on-press or
final color output, it is necessary to extend this work and apply its
fundamentals to further color development. To continue this work, the
NSPO target guide should be used to apply the concept of producing
preferably the same eight (8) ink sequences or other combinations to a process
with any of the following variables differing from the original study:
a. new UV curable ink system of alternative ink manufacturer
b. solvent based ink system
c. water based ink system
d. other non porous or paper substrates
e. other printing technologies as rotary screen or flatbed screen processes.
Since the mechanical and physical interaction of the ink systems and the
various color layers is not well correlated to the influence of ink sequence, it
would be beneficial for the industry to understand the influence of ink
sequence on the ink film thickness as a result of trapping and ink to screen
separation.
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11.22.92 DENSITY VALUES of SEQUENCE : KYM-C
time
S_ 0 L I D S
Printer
Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
X 0.03 0.06 0.65 0.12 0.00 0.03 0.,62
C 1.17 0.36 0.11 0.42 1.06 0.25 0..00
M 0.09 1.16 0.60 0.63 0.00 1.05 0..51
K 1.12 1.15 1.15 1.14
Red 0.10 1.21 1.23 0.71 0.00 1.11 1,. 13
Green 1.21 0.41 0.73 0.60 0.80 0.00 0. 32
Blue 1.22 1.33 0.65 1.11 0.57 0.68 0. 00
3-Color 1.19 1.37 1.18 1.29




I H T 50%
1.51 1.65
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
X 0.02 0.04 0.26 0.07
C 0.43 0.19 0.05 0.22
M 0.04 0.42 0.26 0.30
K 0.37 0.37 0.34 0.37
Red 0.07 0.56 0.62 0.43
Green 0.44 0.23 0.35 0.32
Blue 0.67 0.62 0.32 0.58
3-Color 0.67 0.83 0.69 0.79




I N T 80%
1.22 1.22
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
X 0.02 0.05 0.55 0.10




0.08 0.85 0.50 0.53
0.09 0.94 1.11 0.63
Green 1.08 0.41 0.65 0.58
Blue 1.05 1.09 0.56 0.96
3-Color 1.05 1.18 1.14 1.15
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.64 1.70 1.50 1.64
CALCULATED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Printer Hexagon Values








XB 4.80 4.60 93.00
Cs 23.50 9.40 80.00













R G B V R G B
X 0.02 0.05 0.65 0.12 0.00 0.03 0..63
c 1.17 0.35 0.11 0.42 1.06 0.24 0.,00
M 0.08 1.15 0.60 0.62 0.00 1.07 0..52
R 1.12 1.15 1.15 1.14
Red 0.09 1.21 1.25 0.71 0.00 1.12 1..16
Green 1.18 0.39 0.74 0.59 0.79 0.00 0..35
Blue 1.19 1.32 0.65 1.10 0.54 0.67 0..00
3-Color 1.20 1.36 1.20 1.29
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.57 1.58 1.49 1.55
T INT 50%
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
X 0.02 0.04 0.30 0.07
C 0.44 0.19 0.06 0.22
M 0.05 0.42 0.26 0.30
K 0.37 0.37 0.34 0.37
Red 0.06 0.58 0.67 0.44
Green 0.44 0.23 0.37 0.31
Blue 0.63 0.63 0.34 0.58
3-Color 0.69 0.88 0.74 0.82
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 0.98 1.09 1.02 1.05
T INT 80%
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
X 0.03 0.06 0.57 0.12




0.09 0.86 0.51 0.54
0.10 0.94 1.13 0.64
Green 1.08 0.42 0.67 0.59
Blue 1.05 1.09 0.57 0.96
3-Color 0.92 1.17 1.12 1.10
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.48 1.48 1.41 1.47
CALCULATED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Printer Hexagon reads








Ys 4.80 3.00 95.00
Cs 22.70 9.50 80.00











R G B V R G B
Y 0.03 0.06 0.69 0.12 0.00 0.03 0.63
C 1.11 0.34 0.11 0.40 1.00 0.23 0.00
M 0.10 1.20 0.63 0.64 0.00 1.10 0.53
K 1.10 1.13 1.13 1.12
Red 0.10 1.24 1.28 0.72 0.00 1.14 1.18
Green 1.13 0.38 0.79 0.58 0.75 0.00 0.41
Blue 1.10 1.37 0.69 1.10 0.41 0.68 0.00
3-Color 1.12 1.40 1.24 1.28
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.56 1.59 1.50 1.56
X. I N T 50%
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
Y 0.03 0.04 0.29 0.07
C 0.41 0.17 0.05 0.20
M 0.06 0.32 0.24 0.29
K 0.38 0.36 0.35 0.37
Red 0.07 0.54 0.64 0.42
Green 0.59 0.27 0.40 0.37
Blue 0.48 0.65 0.39 0.56
3-Color 0.70 0.78 0.68 0.74
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.03 1.05 1.00 1.04
I N T 80%
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
Y 0.02 0.05 0.55 0.10




0.09 0.93 0.56 0.57
0.10 1.03 1.17 0.67
Green 0.75 0.50 0.76 0.55
. Blue 0.88 1.09 0.63 0.96
3-Color 0.92 1.17 1.12 1.10
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.41 1.49 1.41 1.45
CALCULATED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Printer Hexagon reads








Zs 4.80 4.40 94.00
Cs 23.00 10.00 80.00








11.22.92 DENSITY VALUES of SEQUENCE : K-M-C-Y
time
S_ 0 L I D S
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
Y 0.03 0.05 0.55 0.10 0.00 0.02 0.52
























Blue 1.21 iTSA 0.66 1.11 0.55 0.68 0.00
3-Color 1.15 1.27 1.12 1.22







R G B V R G B
X 0.02 0.04 0.26 0.07
C 0.40 0.18 0.05 0.21
M 0.05 0.43 0.26 0.30
K 0.37 0.37 0.34 0.36
Red 0.05 0.44 0.57 0.35
Green 0.47 0.22 0.38 0.32
Blue 0.63 0.63 0.33 0.58
3-Color 0.72 0.66 0.60 0.68







R G B V R G B
Y 0.03 0.04 0.53 0.10




0.09 0.88 0.53 0.55
0.09 0.86 1.05 0.60
Green 0.98 0.39 0.66 0.56
Blue 1.07 1.11 0.59 0.98
3-Color 1.03 1.09 1.03 1.08
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.50 1.48 1.42 1.48
CALCULATED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Printer Hexagon Values








Ys 3.80 5.50 93.00
Cs 23.00 9.50 80.00






11.22.92 DENSITY VALUES of SEQUENCE : K-C-M-Y
time
S_ 0 L I D S
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
Y 0.03 0.05 0.56 0.10 0.00 0.02 0.53
C 1.25 0.38 0.12 0.44 1.13 0.26 0.00
M 0.09 1.18 0.61 0.64 0.00 1.09 0.42
K 1.13 1.16 1.15 1.16
Red 0.10 1.13 1.10 0.69 0.00 1.03 1.00
Green 1.25 0.42 0.64 0.60 0.83 0.00 0.22
Blue 1.28 1.42 0.71 1.17 0.57 0.71 0.00
3-Color 1.11 1.30 1.13 1.22







R G B V R G B
X 0.02 0.04 0.26 0.07
C 0.38 0.18 0.05 0.21
M 0.05 0.41 0.25 0.29
R 0.34 0.34 0.31 0.33
Red 0.06 0.45 0.54 0.35
Green 0.40 0.20 0.35 0.29
Blue 0.63 0.63 0.33 0.58
3-Color 0.47 0.76 0.67 0.68







R G B V R G B
Y 0.03 0.06 0.55 0.11




0.09 0.87 0.S2 0.54
0.09 0.86 1.04 0.60
Green 0.99 0.40 0.67 0.56
Blue 1.02 1.15 0.62 0.99
3-Color 0.99 1.10 1.06 1.09
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.39 1.48 1.44 1.44
CALCULATED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Printer Hexagon reads








Ys 3.80 5.40 93.00
Cs 23.00 9.60 80.00






11.23.92* DENSITY VALUES of SEQUENCE : C'Y'M'K
time
S 0 L I D S
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R
.G B
Y 0.04 0.06 0.57 0.11 0.00 0.02 0.53
C 1.20 0.37 0.12 0.43 1.08 0.25 0.00
M 0.10 1.21 0.64 0.65 0.00 1.11 0.54
K 1.06 1.08 1.06 1.08
Red 0.11 1.24 1.17 0.72 0.00 1.13 1.06
Green 1.21 0.41 0.64 0.58 0.80 0.00 0.23
Blue 1.22 1.43 0.72 1.18 0.50 0.71 0.00
3-Color 1.12 1.43 1.21 1.30







R G B V R G B
Y 0.02 0.04 0.24 0.07
C 0.39 0.18 0.05 0.20
M 0.04 0.37 0.22 0.25
K 0.32 0.32 0.30 0.31
Red 0.07 0.52 0.46 0.40
Green 0.38 0.19 0.43 0.28
Blue 0.48 0.62 0.36 0.55
3-Color 0.48 0.68 0.71 0.64









R G B V R G B
Y 0.03 0.05 0.51 0.10




0.10 0.95 0.59 0.59
0.11 1.02 1.11 0.67
Green 0.98 0.39 0.61 0.55
Blue 1.00 1.20 0.67 1.03
3-Color 0.97 1.22 1.13 1.15
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.40 1.46 1.39 1.43
CALCULATED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Printer Hexagon reads








Ys 3.70 7.00 91.22
Cs 23.00 10.00 80.00










R G B V R .G B
Y 0.04 0.06 0.58 0.11 0.00 0.02 0.54
C 1.20 0.37 0.12 0.43 1.08 0.25 0.00
M 0.09 1.12 0.59 0.61 0.00 1.03 0.50
K 1.12 1.15 1.15 1.14
Red 0.10 1.17 1.12 0.69 0.00 1.07 1.02
Green 1.20 0.41 0.63 0.58 0.79 0.00 0.22
Blue 1.20 1.35 0.68 1.12 0.52 0.67 0.00
3-Color 1.13 1.38 1.18 1.27
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.46 1.68 1.56 1.58
T INT 50%
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
Y 0.02 0.04 0.24 0.07
C 0.41 0.19 0.06 0.21
M 0.05 0.39 0.23 0.27
K 0.34 0.35 0.32 0.34
Red 0.07 0.52 0.54 0.39
Green 0.37 0.18 0.41 0.27
Blue 0.47 0.56 0.33 0.50
3-Color 0.46 0.59 0.66 0.58
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 .0.01
4-Color 1.08 1.12 1.11 1.11
T INT 80%
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
Y 0.03 0.05 0.51 0.10




0.09 0.94 0.55 0.57
0.09 1.02 1.08 0.65
Green 1.00 0.40 0.61 0.55
Blue 1.00 1.19 0.65 1.02
3-Color 0.98 1.19 1.10 1.13
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.39 1.61 1.51 1.51
CALCULATED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Printer Hexagon Values








YS 3.70 6.90 91.40
Cs 23.00 10.00 79.60









11.23.92 DENSITY- VALUES Of SEQUENCE : M-C-Y-R
f
time
5_ 0 L I D S
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
Y 0.04 0.06 0.57 0.11 0.00 0.02 0.53
C 1.21 0.37 0.12 0.43 1.09 0.25 0.00
M 0.10 1.21 0.64 0.65 0.00 1.11 0.54
R 1.09 1.11 1.10 1.11
Red 0.10 1.15 1.12 0.69 0.00 1.05 1.02
Green 1.20 0.41 0.63 0.58 0.79 0.00 0.22
Blue 1.30 1.43 0.71 1.18 0.59 0.72 0.00
3-Color 1.17 1.33 1.15 1.25




I N T 50%
1.48 1.56
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
Y
.0.02 0.04 0.24 0.07
C 0.40 0.19 0.06 0.21
M 0.05 0.43 0.30 0.33
R 0.34 0.34 0.31 0.33
Red 0.07 0.53 0.69 0.41
Green 0.36 0.18 0.40 0.27
Blue 0.79 0.73 0.39 0.68
3-Color 0.79 0.74 0.68 0.76




I N T 80%
1.16 1.25
Printer Hexagon Values
R G B V R G B
Y 0.03 0.05 0.50 0.10




0.09 0.97 0.59 0.59
0.09 0.96 1.05 0.63
Green 0.99 0.40 0.60 0.55
Blue 1.08 1.25 0.67 1.08
3-Color 1.06 1.17 1.05 1.13
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
4-Color 1.41 1.42 1.36 1.42
CALCULATED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Printer Hexagon reads








Ys 3.80 7.00 92.00
Cs 23.00 10.00 80.00
















































































































































































































































































































































































0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.010.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
1.06 1.13 1.12 0.87 0.92 0.89
1.08 1.11 1.11 0.86 0.9 0.93
1.08 1.13 1.1 0.87 0.92 0.91
1.07 1.12 1.12 0.85 0.91 0.89
1.09 1.11 1.1 0.87 0.92 0.92
1.08 1.12 1.11 0.86 0.91 0.91
0.09 1.01 1.09 0.11 1.01 1.1
0.09 1.04 1.1 0.11 1.02 1.13
0.09 1.02 1.08 0.11 1.01 1.1
0.09 1.02 1.07 0.11 1.01 1.09
0.09 1.01 1.07 0.11 1.03 1.12
0.09 1.02 1.08 0.11 1.02 1. 11
1.02 0.41 0.61 0.97 0.39 0.61
1 0.4 0.61 0.99 0.4 0.6
0.99 0.4 0.61 0.98 0.38 0.61
1 0.4 0.62 0.97 0.39 0.6
0.99 0.4 0.61 0.98 0.4 0.62
1 0.4 0.61 0.98 0.39 0.61
0.99 1.19 0.66 1.02 1.19 0.68
0.99 1.19 0.66 0.99 1.2 0.66
1.02 1.18 0.65 1.02 1.21 0.67
0.98 1.18 0.64 0.99 1.21 0.66
1.02 1.2 0.66 0.98 1.18 0.68
1 1.19 0.65 1 1.2 0.67
0.96 1.18 1.11 0.97 1.21 1.12
0.97 1.2 1.1 0.97 1.22 1.12
0.98 1.19 1.12 0.97 1.2 1.14
1 1.17 1.08 0.98 1.24 1.14
0.98 1.21 1.11 0.96 1.21 1.11
0.98 1.19 1.1 0.97 1.22 1.13
1.36 1.6 1.52 1.39 1.46 1.38
1.41 1.6 1.49 1.42 1.45 1.37
1.37 1.62 1.49 1.43 1.45 1.37
1.37 1.62 1.49 1.38 1.45 1.41
1.42 1.62 1.54 1 1.48 1.41
1.39 1.61 1.51 1.4 1.46 1.39
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KCMY2 . SEQ KMCY2 . SEQ
0.1 1.11 1.09 0.09 1.11 1.09
0.1 1.14 1.1 0.09 1.13 1.06
0.1 1.14 1.11 0.09 1.1 1.07
0.1 1.13 1.12 0.09 1.1 1.06
0.1 1.15 1.1 0.09 1.13 1.08
Red 0.1 1.13 1.1 0.09 1.11 1.07
1.25 0.41 0.64 1.14 0.38 0.62
1.27 0.43 0.65 1.1 0.38 0.62
1.24 0.42 0.64 1.13 0.38 0.63
1.25 0.42 0.64 1.11 0.38 0.62
1.23 0.42 0.65 1.12 0.38 0.63
Green 1.25 0.42 0.64 1.12 0.38 0.62
1.27 1.42 0.72 1.22 1.36 0.67
1.3 1.4 0.7 1.21 1.34 0.65
1.29 1.45 0.71 1.19 1.34 0.67
1.27 1.43 0.71 1.22 1.34 0.66
1.29 1.39 0.72 1.21 1.34 0.65
Blue 1.28 1.42 0.71 1.21 1.34 0.66
1.11 1.29 1.14 1.16 1.28 1.11
1.11 1.32 1.12 1.16 1.28 1.13
1.13 1.29 1.12 1.14 1.26 1.13
1.12 1.3 1.15 1.16 1.27 1.11
1.09 1.31 1.11 1.13 1.27 1.13
3-Color 1.11 1.3 1.13 1.15 1.27 1.12
1.44 1.57 1.46 1.53 1.58 1.44
1.49 1.55 1 1 1.54 1.45
1.44 1.53 1.47 1.57 1.56 1.46
1.43 1.55 1.44 1.56 1.57 1.43
1.48 1.55 1.49 1.59 1.56 1.46
4-Color 1.46 1.55 1.46 1.56 1.56 1.45
0.06 0.46 0.53 0.05 0.44 0.58
0.06 0.44 0.54 0.05 0.45 0.56
0.06 0.45 0.54 0.05 0.43 0.58
0.06 0.45 0.55 0.05 0.44 0.56
0.06 0.45 0.55 0.05 0.44 0.58
Red 0.06 0.45 0.54 0.05 0.44 0.57
0.39 0.2 0.34 0.47 0.22 0.38
0.4 0.2 0.35 0.48 0.22 0.38
0.4 0.2 0.36 0.47 0.22 0.38
0.41 0.2 0.35 0.46 0.22 0.39
0.41 0.2 0.35 0.48 0.22 0.38
Green 0.4 0.2 0.35 0.47 0.22 0.38
0.63 0.63 0.33 0.64 0.62 0.33
0.62 0.63 0.32 0.64 0.63 0.32
0.63 0.62 0.34 0.63 0.63 0.33
0.62 0.63 0.32 0.63 0.63 0.32
0.63 0.64 0.33 0.63 0.62 0.33
Blue 0.63 0.63 0.33 0.63 0.63 0.33
0.48 0.77 0.67 0.72 0.66 0.6
0.47 0.77 0.67 0.72 0.66 0.6
0.47 0.76 0.67 0.72 0.66 0.61
0.47 0.75 0.67 0.71 0.66 0.61









0.47 0.76 0.67 0.72 0.66 0.6
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04
0.04
0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0 .04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
1.22 1.27 1.15 1.1 1.21 1.11
1.24 1.28 1 1.1 1.2 1.13
1.21 1.27 1.15 1.07 1.22 1.1
1.25 1.29 1.17 1.1 1.22 1.11
1.22 1.29 1.17 1.1 1.22 1.09
1.23 1.28 1.16 1.09 1.21 1.11
0.09 0.86 1.06 0.09 0.86 1.04
0.09 0.85 1.02 0.09 0.85 1.04
0.09 0.88 1.05 0.09 0.85 1.06
0.09 0.86 1.05 0.09 0.88 1.05
0.09 0.86 1.03 0.09 0.85 1.06
0.09 0.86 1.04 0.09 0.86 1.05
1 0.4 0.67 0.97 0.4 0.65
0.98 0.39 0.68 0.99 0.39 0.67
0.98 0.4 0.68 0.98 0.4 0.66
0.99 0.39 0.67 0.99 0.38 0.65
0.99 0.4 0.66 0.99 0.38 0.67
0.99 0.4 0.67 0.98 0.39 0.66
1.02 1.16 0.61 1.07 1.13 0.59
1 1.14 0.62 1.07 1.11 0.6
1.03 1.15 0.61 1.07 1.11 0.59
1 1.14 0.62 1.07 1.12 0.58
1.03 1.16 0.62 1.07 1.1 0.59
1.02 1.15 0.62 1.07 1.11 0.59
0.98 1.09 1.04 1.04 1.07 1.04
0.98 1.08 1.08 1.02 1.09 1.02
0.99 1.11 1.06 1.01 1.11 1.04
0.98 1.1 1.08 1.04 1.1 1.02
1.01 1.12 1.06 1.04 1.09 1.03
0.99 1.1 1.06 1.03 1.09 1.03
1.41 1.45 1.42 1.49 1.48
0.01
1.4
1.38 1.46 1.46 1.52 1.45 1.43
1.37 1.48 1.45 1.49 1.49 1.44
1.37 1.51 1.44 1.47 1.48 1.43
1.4 1.48 1.44 1.52 1.48 1.41
4-Color 1.39 1.48 1.44 1.5 1.48 1.42
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KYMC2.SEQ KCYK2.SEQ
0.1 1.2 1.23 0.1 1.15 1.11
0.1 1.21 1.23 0.1 1.16 1.12
0.1 1.21 1.24 0.1 1.14 1.12
0.1 1.22 1.24 0.1 1.15 1.12
0.1 1.21 1.22 0.1 1.15 1.12
Red 0.1 1.21 1.23 0.1 1.15 1.12
1.22 0.41 0.73 1.18 0.41 0.64
1.22 0.42 0.74 1.2 0.41 0.64
1.2 0.41 0.72 1.21 0.4 0.63
1.2 0.41 0.73 1.19 0.41 0.62
1.2 0.42 0.73 1.2 0.41 0.64
Green 1.21 0.41 0.73 1.2 0.41 0.63
1.24 1.35 0.65 1.3 1.43 0.7
1.22 1.31 0.65 1.29 1.42 0.71
1.24 1.34 0.65 1.29 1.42 0.72
1.2 1.33 0.65 1.29 1.43 0.72
1.2 1.34 0.65 1.32 1.46 0.7
Blue 1.22 1.33 0.65 1.3 1.43 0.71
1.18 1.38 1.18 1.15 1.33 1.17
1.21 1.38 1.2 1.19 1.34 1.14
1.17 1.36 1.2 1.19 1.32 1.15
1.18 1.36 1.16 1.16 1.34 1.14
1.19 1.35 1.16 1.16 1.34 1.15
3-Color 1.19 1.37 1.18 1.17 1.33 1.15
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
1.64 1.7 1.52 1.57 1.61 1.48
1.67 1.71 1.5 1.6 1.59 1.48
1.62 1.69 1.53 1.55 1.58 1.49
1.66 1.73 1.48 1.55 1.55 1.48
1.66 1.72 1.5 1.61 1.55 1.46
4-Color 1.65 1.71 1.51 1.58 1.58 1.48
0.07 0.56 0.63 0.07 0.53 0.7
0.07 0.56 0.62 0.07 0.53 0.68
0.07 0.56 0.63 0.07 0.54 0.69
0.07 0.56 0.62 0.07 0.53 0.7
0.07 0.56 0.62 0.07 0.53 0.7
Red 0.07 0.56 0.62 0.07 0.53 0.69
0.44 0.23 0.35 0.37 0.18 0.4
0.44 0.23 0.36 0.36 0.18 0.39
0.44 0.23 0.35 0.36 0.18 0.41
0.44 0.23 0.34 0.36 0.18 0.4
0.44 0.23 0.35 0.36 0.18 0.4
Green 0.44 0.23 0.35 0.36 0.18 0.4
0.67 0.62 0.33 0.8 0.73 0.39
0.66 0.62 0.31 0.79 0.73 0.38
0.68 0.62 0.33 0.8 0.73 0.4
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0.66 0.62 0.32 0.79 0.73 0.4
0.68 0.61 0.32 0.79 0.72 0.39
Blue 0.67 0.62 0.32 0.79 0.73 0.39
0.68 0.83 0.7 0.8 0.73 0.69
0.68 0.84 0.69 0.79 0.74 0.67
0.67 0.82 0.69 0.79 0.74 0.68
0.66 0.83 0.69 0.79 0.74 0.68
0.67 0.84 0.69 0.78 0.73 0.68
3-Color 0.67 0.83 0.69 0.79 0.74 0.68
1.14 1.26 1.22 1.27 1.24 1.17
1.14 1.27 1.2 1.3 1.23 1.16
1.13 1.28 1.22 1.3 1.26 1.17
1.13 1.28 1.24 1.29 1.25 1.15
1.16 1.25 1.2 1.28 1.23 1.16
4-Color 1.14 1.27 1.22 1.29 1.24 1.16
0.09 0.94 1.09 0.09 0.96 1.05
0.09 0.95 1.12 0.09 0.97 1.07
0.09 0.93 1.12 0.09 0.95 1.05
0.09 0.93 1.12 0.09 0.96 1.06
0.09 0.94 1.09 0.09 0.95 1.04
Red 0.09 0.94 1.11 0.09 0.96 1.05
1.1 0.42 0.65 0.99 0.4 0.6
1.09 0.41 0.65 0.99 0.4 0.61
1.07 0.41 0.64 1 0.4 0.59
1.07 0.4 0.65 1.01 0.39 0.59
1.08 0.4 0.64 0.97 0.4 0.6
Green 1.08 0.41 0.65 0.99 0.4 0.6
1.04 1.1 0.56 1.09 1.23 0.67
1.06 1.09 0.56 1.1 1.26 0.67
1.05 1.1 0.57 1.07 1.25 0.67
1.07 1.09 0.57 1.06 1.24 0.67
1.04 1.07 0.56 1.07 1.26 0.67
Blue 1.05 1.09 0.56 1.08 1.25 0.67
1.05 1.18 1.16 1.05 1.19 1.05
1.04 1.18 1.12 1.05 1.17 1.04
1.05 1.17 1.15 1.05 1.17 1.06
1.04 1.2 1.13 1.08 1.18 1.07
1.06 1.19 1.16 1.05 1.16 1.04
3-Color 1.05 1.18 1.14 1.06 1.17 1.05
1.62 1.7 1.53 1.41 1.41 1.35
1.65 1.7 1.49 1.38 1.42 1.37
1.64 1.72 1.48 1.44 1.43 1.36
1.62 1.68 1.49 1.4 1.4 1.38
1.66 1.69 1.51 1.42 1.42 1.34
4-Color 1.64 1.7 1.5 1.41 1.42 1.36
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YCMK2 . SEQ YMCK2 . SEQ
0.1 1.25 1.28 0.09 1.22 1.26
0.1 1.24 1.28 0.09 1.21 1.23
0.1 1.23 1.28 0.09 1.22 1.26
0.1 1.23 1.27 0.09 1.19 1.26
0.1 1.25 1.27 0.09 1.22 1.25
Red 0.1 1.24 1.28 0.09 1.21 1.25
1.13 0.38 0.78 1.19 0.39 0.73
1.12 0.38 0.79 1.17 0.39 0.75
1.12 0.39 0.79 1.17 0.4 0.73
1.14 0.37 0.79 1.18 0.39 0.74
1.14 0.39 0.8 1.19 0.38 0.74
Green 1.13 0.38 0.79 1.18 0.39 0.74
1.11 1.37 0.68 1.18 1.32 0.66
1.08 1.37 0.7 1.19 1.34 0.66
1.12 1.39 0.69 1.18 1.32 0.66
1.11 1.37 0.68 1.2 1.32 0.64
1.09 1.37 0.7 1.18 1.3 0.64
Blue 1.1 1.37 0.69 1.19 1.32 0.65
1.11 1.4 1.24 1.19 1.35 1.2
1.11 1.39 1.22 1.22 1.37 1.2
1.1 1.42 1.26 1.2 1.37 1.2
1.13 1.39 1.23 1.19 1.36 1.21
1.13 1.38 1.25 1.2 1.36 1.2
3-Color 1.12 1.4 1.24 1.2 1.36 1.2
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
Face 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
1.56 1.6 1.49 1.58 1.57 1.51
1.56 1.58 1.5 1.57 1.57 1.51
1.58 1.56 1.48 1.55 1.55 1.5
1.56 1.58 1.52 1.57 1.61 1.47
1.56 1.61 1.5 1.57 1.58 1.48
4-Color 1.56 1.59 1.5 1.57 1.58 1.49
0.07 0.53 0.64 0.06 0.57 0.67
0.07 0.54 0.64 0.06 0.58 0.66
0.07 0.54 0.64 0.06 0.58 0.67
0.07 0.54 0.65 0.06 0.57 0.67
0.07 0.55 0.64 0.06 0.59 0.68
Red 0.07 0.54 0.64 0.06 0.58 0.67
0.59 0.27 0.4 0.43 0.23 0.36
0.59 0.27 0.4 0.45 0.23 0.38
0.58 0.27 0.4 0.45 0.23 0.37
0.6 0.27 0.4 0.44 0.23 0.37
0.59 0.27 0.39 0.44 0.23 0.38
Green 0.59 0.27 0.4 0.44 0.23 0.37
0.49 0.65 0.39 0.63 0.63 0.34
0.49 0.65 0.39 0.63 0.62 0.34
0.48 0.64 0.39 0.64 0.63 0.35
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Y 86.56 -11.99 77.43
C 62.02 -32.16 -35.91
M 51.19 62.90 -5.60
K 32.96 0.61 1.32
Red 49.52 55.40 39.57
Green 55.92 -62.86 30.99
Blue 29.82 25.54 -36.90
3-Color 27.53 6.09 -0.46
Face 90.91 0.20 -1.32




Y 88.59 -7.49 35.14
C 76.26 -15.37 -19.22
M 73.32 19.92 -8.46
K 66.01 -0.13 -0.96
Red 64.98 29.39 24.62
Green 67.17 -33.20 9.63
Blue 54.40 14.74 -20.43
3-Color 46.64 1.69 -4.11
Face









































cc)LOR VALUE!3 of SEQUENCE : Y-M-C-K
time
s 0 L I D S
Printer
Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 86.35 -12.04 73.34 -0.21 -0.05 -4.09 4.10
C 61.01 -31.91 -36.66 -0.97 0.23 -0.70 1.22
M 51.85 62.01 -6.06 0.66 -0.89 -0.46 1.20
K 32.34 0.60 1.29 -0.62 -0.01 -0.03 0.62
Red 49.95 54.52 38.66 0.43 -0.88 -0.91 1.34
Green 54.82 -64.09 26.76 -1.10 -1.23 -4.23 4.54
Blue 30.06 21.37 -38.79 0.24 -4.17 -1.89 4.58






-1.48 -0.03 -0.82 -0.20 0.84
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 88.07 -7.52 36.91 -0.52 -0.03 1.77 1.85
C 74.47 -16.20 -20.80 -1.79 -0.83 -1.58 2.53
M 70.16 30.90 -5.06 -3.16 10.98 3.40 11.92
K 62.50 0.04 -0.72 -3.51 0.17 0.24 3.52
Red 63.20 32.08 25.28 -1.78 2.69 0.66 3.29
Green 70.07 -26.46 13.42 2.90 6.74 3.79 8.26
Blue 53.34 6.86 -26.20 -1.06 -7.88 -5.77 9.82






0.30 0.43 4.74 1.50 4.99
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 86.60 -10.66 63.94 -0.35 0.18 0.48 0.62




57.01 51.16 -4.56 1.80 -2.01 -1.23 2.97
53.04 44.84 37.50 1.07 -3.54 1.10 3.86
Green 54.96 -54.16 18.92 -3.61 -3.80 -4.22 6.73
Blue 36.18 14.37 -34.47 -0.51 -5.75 -5.50 7.97
3-Color 32.19 -43.00 2.19 -1.46 -6.33 -1.46 6.66
Face
4-Color 23.55 -0.36 -0.77 -0.10 -2.22 0.29 2.24
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CC)LOR VALUES of SEQUENCE : K--Y-M-C
time
s 0 L I D S
Delta Values
Printer
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 86.08 -12.04 73.33 -0.48 -0.05 -4.10 4.13
C 60.75 -31.87 -36.63 -1.23 0.27 -0.67 1.43
M 51.63 61.91 -5.96 0.44 -0.99 -0.36 1.14
K 30.87 0.55 1.18 -2.09 -0.06 -0.14 2.10
Red 49.61 54.58 37.59 0.09 -0.82 -1.98 2.14
Green 54.36 -63.55 25.34 -1.56 -0.69 -5.65 5.90
Blue 30.10 21.13 -38.66 0.28 -4.41 -1.76 4.76






-5.64 -2.09 1.28 -4.36 5.00
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 87.77 -7.14 32.39 -0.82 0.35 -2.75 2.89
C 74.62 -16.64 -21.04 -1.64 -1.27 -1.82 2.76
M 70.78 29.52 -4.88 -2.54 9.60 3.58 10.56
K 65.96 -0.17 -1.29 -0.05 -0.04 -0.33 0.34
Red 63.31 31.70 22.20 -1.67 2.31 -2.42 3.74
Green 69.61 -26.43 10.96 2.44 6.77 1.33 7.32
Blue 52.78 4.99 -27.27 -1.62 -9.75 -6.84 12.02






2.19 -5.04 4.19 3.39 7.38
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 87.20 -10.70 62.96 0.25 0.14 -0.50 0.58




57.32 51.14 -4.37 2.11 -2.03 -1.04 3.11
53.98 46.17 38.30 2.01 -2.21 1.90 3.54
Green 54.80 -54.64 17.81 -3.77 -4.28 -5.33 7.81
Blue 35.70 14.46 -34.71 -0.99 -5.66 -5.74 8.12
3-Color 32.04 -0.10 1.78 -1.61 -6.00 -1.87 6.49
Face
4-Color 22.27 1.95 -4.17 -1.38 0.09 -3.69 3.94
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L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 86.93 -12.45 65.03 0.37 -0.46 -12.40 12.41
C 61.07 -31.88 -36.44 -0.91 0.26 -0.48 1.06
M 51.52 62.27 -5.82 0.33 -0.63 -0.22 0.74
K 31.06 0.62 1.34 -1.90 0.01 0.02 1.90
Red 51.89 52.04 32.48 2.37 -3.36 -7.09 8.20
Green 56.97 -59.68 19.21 1.05 3.18 -11.78 12.25
Blue 30.07 21.68 -38.37 0.25 -3.86 -1.47 4.14




-1.93 1.08 -1.53 -0.65 1.98
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 88.14 -7.52 32.99 -0.45 -0.03 -2.15 2.20
C 75.54 -15.62 -20.05 -0.72 -0.25 -0.83 1.13
M 70.42 30.12 -4.77 -2.90 10.20 3.69 11.23
K 66.42 -0.14 -1.03 0.41 -0.01 -0.07 0.42
Red 68.33 24.09 26.37 3.35 -5.30 1.75 6.51
Green 70.59 -29.88 16.24 3.42 3.32 6.61 8.15
Blue 54.08 8.04 -24.98 -0.32 -6.70 -4.55 8.11




-2.48 -4.93 6.35 -1.28 8.14
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 87.22 -11.18 62.93 0.28 -0.34 -0.53 0.69




56.80 51.45 -3.90 1.59 -1.72 -0.57 2.41
56.13 43.12 38.52 4.16 -5.26 2.12 7.03
Green 56.75 -52.60 21.65 -1.82 -2.24 -1.49 3.25
Blue 35.52 14.63 -34.21 -1.17 -5.49 -5.24 7.68
3-Color 34.44 -2.16 0.74 0.79 -8.06 -2.91 8.61
Face
4-Color 24.45 -0.83 -1.18 0.80 -2.69 -0.70 2.89
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COLOR VALUES of SEQUENCE : K-C-M-Y
time
S O L I D S
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 87.10 -12.42 65.09 0.54 -0.43 -12.34 12.36
C 59.50 -32.61 -37.46 -2.48 -0.47 -1.50 2.94
M 51.82 62.29 -5.89 0.63 -0.61 -0.29 0.92
K 31.64 0.57 1.38 -1.32 -0.04 0.06 1.32
Red 52.27 52.10 32.45 2.75 -3.30 -7.12 8.32
Green 54.52 -61.22 15.50 -1.40 1.64 -15.49 15.64
Blue 28.14 21.98 -38.72 -1.68 -3.56 -1.82 4.34






0.21 2.26 1.13 1.49 2.93
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 88.48 -7.62 33.18 -0.11 -0.13 -1.96 1.97
C 75.93 -14.79 -19.03 -0.33 0.58 0.19 0.69
M 71.11 29.71 -4.84 -2.21 9.79 3.62 10.67
K 66.32 -0.15 -0.99 0.31 -0.02 -0.03 0.31
Red 68.99 24.22 24.68 4.01 -5.17 0.06 6.54
Green 72.27 -25.30 13.78 5.10 7.90 4.15 10.28
Blue 51.68 19.44 -21.83 -2.72 4.70 -1.40 5.61






-2.96 -5.76 3.14 -1.76 6.79
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 87.39 -11.16 61.94 0.44 -0.32 -1.52 1.61




56.93 51.53 -4.07 1.72 -1.64 -0.74 2.49
56.48 42.66 38.19 4.51 -5.72 1.79 7.50
Green 56.96 -52.48 21.02 -1.61 -2.12 -2.12 3.40
Blue 35.95 16.38 -32.12 -0.74 -3.74 -3.15 4.95
3-Color 34.29 0.81 1.96 0.64 -5.09 -1.69 5.40
Face
4-Color 25.59 1.24 0.88 1.94 -0.62 1.36 2.45
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L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 87.48 -10.95 59.99 0.53 -0.11 -3.47 3.51




54.84 53.15 -2.55 -0.37 -0.02 0.78 0.86
52.34 48.40 34.06 0.37 0.02 -2.34 2.37
Green 57.48 -50.96 16.74 -1.09 -0.60 -6.40 6.52
Blue 34.25 18.30 -29.90 -2.44 -1.82 -0.93 3.18
3-Color 32.79 5.55 1.84 -0.86 -0.35 -1.81 2.03
Face
4-Color 24.23 1.33 -0.38 0.58 -0.53 0.10 0.79
135
COLOR VALUES of SEQUENCE : C-Y-K-M
time
S 0 L I D S
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 86.92 -12.33 66.01 0.36 -0.34 -11.42 11.43
C 60.21 -32.59 -36.82 -1.77 -0.45 -0.86 2.02
M 52.63 60.51 -6.40 1.44 -2.39 -0.80 2.90
K 32.74 0.61 1.40 -0.22 0.00 0.08 0.23
Red 50.45 53.49 32.81 0.93 -1.91 -6.76 7.09
Green 55.55 -60.84 16.99 -0.37 2.02 -14.00 14.15
Blue 29.85 21.54 -37.07 0.03 -4.00 -0.17 4.00






-1.21 -1.00 4.64 0.07 4.75
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 88.56 -7.45 30.52 -0.03 0.04 -4.62 4.62
C 75.39 -15.32 -19.76 -0.87 0.05 -0.54 1.03
M 72.06 28.25 -5.17 -1.26 8.33 3.29 9.04
K 68.84 -0.07 -0.84 2.83 0.06 0.12 2.83
Red 66.15 27.66 19.72 1.17 -1.73 -4.90 5.33
Green 74.23 -27.41 24.98 7.06 5.79 15.35 17.86
Blue 57.25 9.05 -20.09 2.85 -5.69 0.34 6.37






3.12 -1.76 0.58 4.32 4.70
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 87.62 -10.91 60.06 0.67 -0.07 -3.40 3.47




55.59 53.32 -3.96 0.38 0.35 -0.63 0.81
52.43 49.09 33.18 0.46 0.71 -3.22 3.33
Green 57.04 -51.42 15.82 -1.53 -1.06 -7.32 7.55
Blue 34.45 18.40 -30.99 -2.24 -1.72 -2.02 3.47
3-Color 33.04 4.54 0.74 -0.61 -1.36 -2.91 3.27
Face























































































Y 88.61 -7.48 30.67 0.02 0.01 -4.47 4.47
C 75.33 -14.91 -19.15 -0.93 0.46 0.07 1.04
M 69.66 31.22 -4.33 -3.66 11.30 4.13 12.58
K 67.66 -0.05 -0.86 1.65 0.08 0.10 1.65
Red 65.46 27.78 30.62 0.48 -1.61 6.00 6.23
Green 74.07 -26.33 25.03 6.90 6.87 15.40 18.22
Blue 48.09 4.50 -29.46 -6.31 -10.24 -9.03 15.04






-1.75 -5.29 -0.95 -0.55 5.40
Printer Delta Values
L* a* b* DL* Da* Db* DE*
Y 87.45 -10.94 59.84 0.50 -0.10 -3.62 3.66




54.68 53.98 -2.55 -0.53 0.81 0.78 1.24
53.61 47.62 33.64 1.64 -0.76 -2.76 3.30
Green 56.95 -51.15 15.43 -1.62 -0.79 -7.71 7.92
Blue 32.84 17.87 -32.40 -3.85 -2.25 -3.43 5.63




CYKM.X L* a* b* CYMK.X
50.5 53.28 32.79 49.2 54.89 33.35
51.37 53.2 32.72 49.17 56.44 33.47
49.56 53.8 33.07 48.83 55.65 33.23
49.58 54.32 32.76 49.76 55.48 33.65
51.24 52.85 32.73 50.16 55.53 32.98
Red 50.45 53.49 32.81 49.42 55.6 33.34
56.15 -60.07 16.89 54.79 -60.95 17.14
56.07 -61.77 17.07 55.24 -61.63 17
54.81 -60.56 16.98 54.89 -60.27 16.96
55.03 -60.49 16.91 56.29 -60.58 17.21
55.69 -61.33 17.1 56.02 -61.97 16.96
Green 55.55 -60.84 16.99 55.45 -61.08 17.05
29.43 21.38 -36.78 27.29 23.61 -37.18
29.68 21.8 -36.98 28.28 23.95 -37.03
30.39 21.43 -37.48 28.05 23.58 -37.38
29.94 21.27 -36.87 27.28 23.7 -37.56
29.8 21.84 -37.22 27.91 23.66 -36.76
Blue 29.85 21.54 -37.07 27.76 23.7 -37.18
28.61 6.51 -2.97 26.77 8.12 -2.89
28.14 6.4 -3.02 26.92 8.02 -2.89
27.65 6.4 -2.97 26.54 8.07 -2.91
27.71 6.45 -3.03 26.67 7.9 -2.91
28.44 6.45 -3.01 26.72 7.92 -2.91
3-Color 28.11 6.44 -3 26.72 8.01 -2.9
Face
21.18 5.46 -1.2 22.27 1.03 -1.25
21.28 5.52 -1.2 22.38 1.03 -1.28
21.1 5.49 -1.21 22.35 1.04 -1.28
20.68 5.44 -1.21 22.74 1.04 -1.27
21.1 5.47 -1.21 21.93 1.05 -1.29





66.71 27.9 19.8 65.74 27.74 20.51
65.69 27.54 19.74 66.48 28.36 20.44
66.68 27.29 19.65 65.11 28.28 20.79
66.58 27.88 19.8 66.21 27.79 20.63
-
65.09 27.68 19.59 65.85 28.33 20.52
Red 66.15 27.66 19.72 65.88 28.1 20.58
74.5 -27.25 25.03 72.26 -27.23 26.21
73.13 -27.22 24.92 72.84 -27.8 25.88
74.31 -27.6 24.86 74.87 -27.9 25.73
75.41 -27.69 25.17 74.91 -27.71 26.25
73.81 -27.29 24.92 73.39 -27.26 25.92
Green 74.23 -27.41 24.98 73.65 -27.58 26
57.43 9.06 -20.17 55.93 12.27 -19.75
56.39 9.04 -19.93 55.74 11.95 -19.46
58.26 9.05 -20.17 54.52 12.15 -19.56
56.41 9.04 -20.26 55.86 11.99 -19.61





9.05 -20.09 55.56 12.11 -19.56
1.06 10.95 52.18 4.91 11.22
1.06 10.84 53.13 4.96 11.2
54 .84 1.09 10.86 52.3 4.82 11.18















32.9 -0.89 3.15 39.56 -0.56 3.33
33.02 -0.89 J. 14 39.09 -0.56 3.35
32 .22 -0.89 3.08 38.39 -0.55 3.31
32.49 -0.89 3.13 39.8 -0.56 3.34
32.23 -0.89 3.11 38.29 -0.56 3.3
4-Color 32.57 -0.89 3.12 39.03 -0.56 3.33
52.58 48.56 33.49 51.39 48.86 34.05
51.86 49.83 33.23 52.75 48.75 33.87
52.98 49.41 33.05 52.99 48.27 34.27
51.72 49.27 33.11 53.1 48.3 33.87
53.03 48.4 33.02 51.48 47.84 34.26
Red 52.43 49.09 33.18 52.34 48.4 34.06
57.5 -51.05 15.85 56.84 -50.59 16.62
56.69 -50.87 15.71 57.01 -51.02 16.75
56.96 -52.17 15.85 57.36 -51.42 16.87
56.47 -51.04 15.71 58.58 -51.43 16.6
57.6 -51.96 15.98 57.61 -50.34 16.86
Green 57.04 -51.42 15.82 57.48 -50.96 16.74
34.2 18.14 -31.19 34.83 18.57 -30.09
34.66 18.6 -31.08 33.78 18.2 -29.72
34.75 18.3 -31 34.59 18.04 -29.8
34.39 18.59 -30.71 33.57 18.48 -29.66
34.26 18.39 -30.99 34.5 18.23 -30.25
Blue 34.45 18.4 -30.99 34.25 18.3 -29.9
33.62 4.48 0.74 32.62 5.47 1.85
32.42 4.5 0.74 33.37 5.56 1.83
32.94 4.53 0.74 32.47 5.59 1.82
33.21 4.58 0.74 33.33 5.58 1.86
33 4.59 0.75 32.16 5.57 1.83
3-Color 33.04 4.54 0.74 32.79 5.55 1.84
Face
24.88 5.42 0.3 24.34 1.34 -0.38
24.62 5.48 0.3 24.55 1.34 -0.38
24.23 5.4 0.3 23.93 1.31 -0.38
25.01 5.47 0.3 23.96 1.32 -0.38
24.75 5.46 0.3 24.36 1.33 -0.38
4-Color 24.7 5.45 0.3 24.23 1.33 -0.38
KCMY.X KMCY.X
51.28 51.72 32.4 51.27 52.6 32.25
52.61 52.09 32.78 52.46 52.05 32.36
51.8 52.22 32.53 51.37 51.68 32.63
53.14 52.73 32.43 51.92 51.8 32.56
52.5 51.75 32.13 52.43 52.06 32.58
Red 52.27 52.1 32.45 51.89 52.04 32.48
54.5 -61.41 15.49 57.36 -60.36 19.08
55.54 -60.95 15.49 57.63 -59.24 19.34
53.83 -60.28 15.59 57.74 -60.11 19.1
54.36 -61.33 15.59 55.98 -59.2 19.22













54.52 -61.22 15.5 56.97 -59.68 19.21
28.64 22.22 -38.43 29.81 21.41 -38.65
27.62 21.94 -38.3 29.81 21.94 -38.32
27.87 21.91 -39.1 30.1 21.64 -38.43
28.26 22.16 -38.69 30.11 21.97 -38.23
28.3 21.68 -39.1 30.51 21.46 -38.21
28.14 21.98 -38.72 30.07 21.68 -38.37
30.71 2.81 -1.9 30.91 0.82 -2.19
30.28 2.79 -1.93 30.02 0.82 -2.17
30.43 2.82 -1.92 30.84 0.82 -2.15
29.86 2.78 -1.92 30.05 0.81 -2.19
30.14 2.81 -1.91 30.61 0.82 -2.21
30.28 2.8 -1.92 30.49 0.82 -2.18
24.24 1.98 0.21 23.51 -0.7 -1.94
24.67 1.96 0.21 22.95 -0.69 -1.92
24.77 1.94 0.21 23.14 -0.69 -1.92
24.08 1.99 0.21 23.24 -0.69 -1.91
23.9 2 0.21 22.9 -0.7 -1.95
24.33 1.97 0.21 23.15 -0.69 -1.93
69.54 24.32 24.96 67.26 24.04 26.35
68.57 24.48 24.46 69.69 23.84 26.1
68.9 24.23 24.58 69.12 24.24 26.51
68.3 24.25 24.94 67.24 24.04 26.32
69.66 23.84 24.47 68.32 24.29 26.59
68.99 24.22 24.68 68.33 24.09 26.37
71.26 -25.4 13.9 69.6 -29.41 16.06
72.52 -25.07 13.89 70.7 -29.51 16.11
73.58 -25.58 13.75 71.27 -30.29 16.4
72.26 -25.48 13.74 70.83 -30.11 16.21
71.73 -24.98 13.63 70.54 -30.08 16.4
72.27 -25.3 13.78 70.59 -29.88 16.24
52.63 19.69 -21.75 54.27 7.94 -24.91
50.93 19.38 -21.64 53.82 8.07 -24.73
51.31 19.33 -21.9 54.5 7.98 -25.04
52.56 19.5 -21.86 53.55 8.12 -25.14
50.95 19.29 -22 54.25 8.11 -25.08
51.68 19.44 -21.83 54.08 8.04 -24.98
50.35 13.48 1.16 50.42 -8.37 -3.43
49.42 13.19 1.15 50.01 -8.45 -3.46
50.22 13.42 1.15 49.77 -8.36 -3.38
49.37 13.14 1.14 48.9 -8.39 -3.44
50.29 13.41 1.14 49.54 -8.34 -3.4
49.93 13.33 1.15 49.73 -8.38 -3.42
28.36 1.65 -2.92 29.3 4.92 -2.49
29.12 1.69 -2.99 28.81 4.92 -2.5
28.38 1.67 -2.99 29.97 4.83 -2.46
28.07 1.68 -2.95 29.58 4.84 -2.47
28.93 1.67 -2.93 29.32 4.93 -2.49
28.57 1.67 -2.96 29.4 4.89 -2.48
56.66 43.26 38.04 56.98 42.47 38.56
56.98 42.03 38.14 56.3 42.66 38.6
56.15 42.56 38.19 55.04 43.06 38.65
55.87 42.84 38.4 55.26 43.68 38.33















56.48 42.66 38.19 56.13 43.12 38.52
55.89 -52.36 20.87 57.35 -53.07 21.84
56.74 -52.92 21.09 56.36 -52.92 21.48
56.66 -52.58 21.14 57.13 -52.81 21.77
57.65 -52.13 21.04 56.33 -52.15 21.42
57.87 -52.43 20.95 56.59 -52.07 21.76
56.96 -52.48 21.02 56.75 -52.6 21.65
36.16 16.25 -31.87 35.6 14.68 -34.04
35.77 16.14 -32.29 36.05 14.79 -34.12
36.65 16.3 -32.15 35.42 14.49 -34.24
35.52 16.59 -32\ 46 35.51 14.5 -34.4
35.64 16.62 -31.84 35.01 14.69 -34.27
35.95 16.38 -32.12 35.52 14.63 -34.21
33.76 0.81 1.94 34.76 -2.16 0.74
34.75 0.81 1.95 33.9 -2.19 0.74
33.97 0.8 1.98 34.86 -2.16 0.75
34.11 0.82 1.96 34.08 -2.13 0.74
34.86 0.82 1.96 34.59 -2.18 0.74
34.29 0.81 1.96 34.44 -2.16 0.74
26.04 1.25 0.89 24.26 -0.83 -1.18
25.62 1.22 0.88 24.91 -0.83 -1.17
25.17 1.24 0.89 24.28 -0.83 -1.18
25.23 1.24 0.89 24.03 -0.83 -1.18
25.89 1.23 0.87 24.77 -0.82 -1.18
25.59 1.24 0.88 24.45
MCYK.X
-0.83 -1.18
50.26 54.28 37.48 51.45 53.37 32.84
49.02 54.09 37.76 52.52 52.62 32.94
48.94 55.01 37.89 50.79 52.43 33.18
49.8 54.27 37.62 50.68 53.78 33.1
50.03 55.25 37.19 52.59 52.61 33.12
49.61 54.58 37.59 51.61 52.96 33.04
54.25 -63.68 25.11 55.61 -60.73 16.77
54.23 -63.74 25.13 54.6 -59.73 16.55
54.43 -63.72 25.34 56.42 -61.16 16.75
55.32 -63.37 25.52 55.81 -59.72 16.42
53.58 -63.24 25.61 55.48 -59.73 16.4
54.36 -63.55 25.34 55.58 -60.21 16.58
29.95 20.88 -38.34 27.67 21.17 -37.83
30.57 21.34 -38.87 28.16 21.53 -38.49
29.56 21.25 -38.47 27.63 21.24 -38.43
30.7 21.34 -38.52 27.81 21.63 -38.22
29.73 20.85 -39.12 27.75 21.67 -38.23
30.1 21.13 -38.66 27.8 21.45 -38.24
27.39 2.97 -3.47 29.36 2.15 -2.76
28.41 3 -3.46 29.75 2.13 -2.77
27.79 3.01 -3.5 29.52 2.11 -2.76
27.35 2.98 -3.49 29.2 2.16 -2.81
28.42 3.04 -3.5 29.41 2.1 -2.79
27.87 3 -3.48 29.45 2.13 -2.78
20.01 2.13 -5.61 21.95 0 -1.44
20.31 2.1 -5.64 21.81 0 -1.45
20.07 2.09 -5.65 22.23 0 -1.44
19.62 2.11 -5.61 22.22 0 -1.42
19.91 2.15 -5.67 21.56 0 -1.45













64.45 31.33 22.18 64.17 27.67 30.45
63.38 31.43 22.17 66.47 27.41 30.82
62.27 31.82 22.22 64.83 27.87 30.57
62.41 32.03 22.43 66.66 28.01 30.49
64 .06 31.87 22 65.18 27.96 30.79
63.31 31.7 22.2 65.46 27.78 30.62
69.65 -26.08 11.06 73.72 -26.66 25.2
68.57 -26.52 10.85 73.37 -25.96 25.19
69.61 -26.18 11.03 73.29 -25.91 25.1
69.51 -26.65 11.03 75.02 -26.69 24.93
70.71 -26.7 10.83 74.97 -26.43 24.73
69.61 -26.43 10.96 74.07 -26.33 25.03
53.64 4.99 -27.54 47.51 4.44 -29.62
53.36 5.02 -27.21 48.89 4.48 -29.5
52.41 4.94 -27.16 48.26 4.53 -29.74
52.21 5.03 -27.34 47.83 4.55 -29.18
52.28 4.96 -27.12 47.97 4.51 -29.26
52.78 4.99 -27.27 48.09 4.5 -29.46
45.19 5.65 -5.79 46.97 -6.68 -2.58
44.48 5.75 -5.82 46.21 -6.56 -2.59
44.4 5.7 -5.7 45.68 -6.68 -2.54
45.02 5.64 -5.78 45.56 -6.66 -2.54
43.79 5.6 -5.73 47.01 -6.72 -2.54
44.58 5.67 -5.76 46.29 -6.66 -2.56
29.19 2.72 2.17 29.33 -2.39 -1.77
29.01 2.71 2.2 28.68 -2.43 -1.76
29.75 2.7 2.21 28.79 -2.44 -1.74
29.61 2.75 2.16 29.42 -2.41 -1.75
28.87 2.7 2.21 28.98 -2.42 -1.74
29.29 2.72 2.19 29.04 -2.42 -1.75
53.12 45.85 37.96 52.83 48.02 33.83
54.21 45.85 38.71 54.03 47.55 33.55
54.04 46.21 38.01 54.16 47.69 33.93
54.62 46.22 38.55 53.4 46.91 33.34
53.9 46.71 38.29 53.65 47.95 33.54
53.98 46.17 38.3 53.61 47.62 33.64
54.41 -55.25 17.82 57.12 -50.85 15.35
54.33 -53.98 17.73 57.02 -51.09 15.55
55.28 -55.13 17.75 57.81 -50.61 15.39
55.5 -54.02 17.96 56.23 -51.46 15.6
54.5 -54.81 17.81 56.56 -51.72 15.25
54.8 -54.64 17.81 56.95 -51.15 15.43
35.72 14.36 -35.04 33.39 17.76 -32.02
35.17 14.61 -34.78 32.56 18.13 -32.06
35.7 14.41 -34.79 32.51 17.62 -32.57
35.65 14.67 -34.61 33.08 18.07 -32.66
36.26 14.24 -34.34 32.64 17.78 -32.7
35.7 14.46 -34.71 32.84 17.87 -32.4
31.95 -0.1 1.8 32.6 0.17 -2.06
31.96 -0.1 1.78 32.78 0.17 -2.05
32.39 -0.1 1.79 33.16 0.17 -2.07
32.13 -0.1 1.76 33.03 0.17 -2.07
31.79 -0.1 1.77 32.8 0.17 -2.07







4-Color 22.27 1.95 -4.17
YCMK.X
STMCK.X
49.52 54.89 39.4 50.29 55.33 38.65
50.05 55.78 39.37 50.11 54.73 38.8
49.39 55.17 39.78 49.01 53.93 38.75
49.6 56.12 39.87 50.22 54.62 38.68
49.06 55.05 39.45 50.13 53.97 38.4
Red 49.52 55.4 39.57 49.95 54.52 38.66
56.62 -62.37 31.07 55.68 -63.73 26.83
56.17 -63.34 31.15 54.34 -63.53 27.06
55.58 -63.87 31.01 54.79 -63.6 26.71
55.42 -62.35 30.87 55.06 -64.71 26.73
55.83 -62.36 30.85 54.25 -64.89 26.45
Green 55.92 -62.86 30.99 54.82 -64.09 26.76
30.32 25.19 -37.03 30.05 21.56 -38.95
29.24 25.4 -36.87 29.8 21.53 -38.87
29.89 25.6 -36.71 30.18 21.09 -38.35
29.67 25.61 -36.68 30.55 21.3 -38.92
29.96 25.88 -37.2 29.74 21.39 -38.88
Blue 29.82 25.54 -36.9 30.06 21.37 -38.79
27.31 6.13 -0.46 28.37 2.23 -2.74
28.07 6 -0.47 28.28 2.21 -2.77
26.99 6.01 -0.46 27.46 2.19 -2.74
27.52 6.16 -0.46 28.21 2.18 -2.76




















Face 90.91 0.2 -1.32
21.81 0.84 -1.27 22.37 0.02 -1.47
22.31 0.84 -1.29 22 0.02 -1.49
21.85 0.84 -1.29 21.75 0.02 -1.47
22.08 0.84 -1.28 21.7 0.02 -1.49
22.3 0.85 -1.26 22.38 0.02 -1.47
4-Color 22.07 0.84 -1.28 22.04 0.02 -1.48
63.85 29.67 24.83 63.73 31.98 25.47
66.24 29.4 24.51 62.95 32.38 25.45
64.34 29.09 24.36 62.99 31.77 25.11
66.07 29.82 24.86 64.21 32.4 25.17
64.4 28.95 24.55 62.11 31.85 25.18
Red 64.98 29.39 24.62 63.2 32.08 25.28
68.21 -33.04 9.66 71.45 -26.18 13.44
68.2 -33.5 9.65 69.68 -26.58 13.41
66.18 -32.83 9.56 70.11 -26.58 13.42
66.19 -33.4 9.55 69.6 -26.17 13.41
67.08 -33.21 9.71 69.52 -26.79 13.44
Green 67.17 -33.2 9.63 70.07 -26.46 13.42
54.1 14.96 -20.21 53.16 6.94 -26.51
54.88 14.57 -20.56 53.63 6.79 -25.99
143
54.28 14.66 -20.53 54.38 6.91 -25.95
53.75 14.95 -20.5 52.33 6.76 -26.07
Blue
55 14.57 -20.34 53.2 6.91 -26.5
54.4 14.74 -20.43 53.34 6.86 -26.2
46.89 1.69 -4.16 45.7 5.99 -2.2
47.11 1.67 -4.07 44.87 5.93 -2.22
46.7 1.72 -4.1 46.37 5.89 -2.22
45.76 1.69 -4.14 46.32 5.9 -2.19
46.73 1.66 -4.08 45.56 5.94 -2.21
3-Color
Face
46.64 1.69 -4.11 45.76 5.93 -2.21
34.48 -1.48 -1.21 34.67 3.3 0.3
33.69 -1.47 -1.2 34.27 3.25 0.3
33.83 -1.46 -1.21 34.19 3.23 0.3
34.95 -1.48 -1.19 35.27 3.23 0.3
34.7 -1.47 -1.2 35.38 3.32 0.3
4-Color 34.33 -1.47 -1.2 34.76 3.27 0.3
52.11 48.25 36.19 52.36 44.54 37.17
52.43 48.8 36.18 53.28 45.44 37.22
51.44 47.97 36.26 53.49 44.66 37.42
52.65 48 36.6 52.16 44.31 37.88
51.22 48.88 36.78 53.9 45.27 37.8
Red 51.97 48.38 36.4 53.04 44.84 37.5
57.64 -50.16 23.14 55.56 -54.28 18.76
59.19 -51.07 23.14 54.6 -53.97 19.09
57.73 -49.97 22.86 55.31 -53.92 18.87
59.42 -51.02 23.18 54.53 -53.69 18.94
58.86 -49.59 23.37 54.79 -54.94 18.92
Green 58.57 -50.36 23.14 54.96 -54.16 18.92
37.41 20.23 -29.02 36.35 14.43 -34.3
36.99 19.85 -29.29 36.33 14.53 -34.74
36.52 20.24 -28.73 36.08 14.23 -34.39
36.21 19.9 -28.68 36.65 14.25 -34.85
36.32 20.38 -29.12 35.5 14.42 -34.08
Blue 36.69 20.12 -28.97 36.18 14.37 -34.47
34.17 5.98 3.65 32.38 -42.96 2.19
33.99 5.82 3.65 31.69 -42.33 2.17
33.81 5.89 3.61 32.66 -43.46 2.21
33.21 5.93 3.67 32.45 -43.42 2.2
33.08 5.9 3.66 31.78 -42.85 2.19
3-Color 33.65 5.9 3.65 32.19 -43 2.19
Face
23.26 1.85 -0.48 23.69 -0.36 -0.76
24.03 1.89 -0.49 23.4 -0.35 -0.77
24 1.85 -0.47 23.75 -0.36 -0.78
23.61 1.88 -0.47 23.72 -0.36 -0.77
23.34 1.84 -0.48 23.19 -0.36 -0.78
4-Color 23.65 1.86 -0.48 23.55 -0.36 -0.77
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Equipment, Hardware, RawMaterials, Software
The following is a reference list of the equipment, hardware, raw materials
and software used for the execution of the experiment:
PRINTING PRESS
.Kamman Web Screen Printing Press with RPC UV XL curing units and five
color stations. Bulbs are of 300 W/I power set at normal mode.
SQUEEGEE
.Square tip RKS equivalent to 65 durometer hardness.
SCREEN
.Alluminum frames stretch and glue. Kiwobond 933 adhesive.
.355T polyester monofilament mesh.





.Web screen printing UV curable
experimental inks by Summit Inks. Cyan
with 10% toner, Black with 25% halftone base and 5% thinner,
Yellow with




.Nucleus Sequence Pattern Originator by Bougas. Image size
14"
x 12".
.Positive original films supplied by Mandel Screen separation facility.
.80 lines screen ruling.
.Halftone image at
7.5
line angle, UCR and GCR applied, screen printing
compensated. Elliptical dot shape.
SUBSTRATE
.Primax white polyolefin S-1000/44# PK pressure sensitive web substrate
supplied by Fasson Films Division an Avery Dennison Company.
.Web tension range at 220-380 Newtons.
ENVIRONMENTAL
.During
operation temperature at 75F and Relative Humidity 27%.
MEASURING DEVICES
.Portable Computing Reflection Densitometer IQ200 by Tobias Associates, Inc.
.Portable Color Spectrophotometer CM-2002 by Minolta, supplied by Spectra
Systems color management, Inc.
COMPUTERS
.Laptop
Toshiba T1000XE computer. Desktop Apple Macintosh IIvx system.
SOFTWARE
.Microsoft Works 2.0 for PC compatibles. .Microsoft Works version 3.0 for
Macintosh. Exstatix 1.0.1 by Select Micro Systems, Inc.
